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AFGHANISTAN 

A CASE OP EARLY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
INSTITUTION BUILDING 

*y 

Aziz Rahim 

It would "be a great pleasure to V-e able to share the problems that make up the 

theme of this series of seminars,   and it would be even more gratifying to be able to 

discuss with our colleagues our experiences  in trying to  solve them.    To do sc would 

indicate that Afghanistan had already achieved a state of industrial development that 

is, unfortunately,  still  some years away. 

Although the earliest 'beginnings of Afghan industrial development  can be traced 

back about fifty years,   it was not until the enactment of the Foreign and Domestic 

Private Investment Law in I96T that industrial growth began to accelerate.    Approximately 

I8O private industrial projects have since been approved by the authorities of which 

80 are now in production.    Prior to the Law there had been no more than a few dosen 

industrial enterprises in Afghanistan,  and the majority of these were sizeable 

state enterprises. 

As may be expected,  the major thrust of Afghanistan's industrial development 

activities has been to promote the formation of industries.    To facilitate this effort 

it has been necessary to create a framework of institutional support from the ground 

up.    At the present time even this basic structure renuins to be completed.    Still 

lacking are such fundamental institutions as an industrial development bank and an 

) industrial area complete with all necessary infrastructure.    Understandably then, 

! Afghanistan has devoted and will  continue for some time to devote its scarce 

organizational resources principally to the task of rounding out its complement of 

5 institutions needed to promote private industrial  formation.    Without this focus it 

J would be difficult to imagine the growth of an industrial sector large enough to 

\ support even a modest research and development and standards organization. 

j Despite the small size of the Afghan industrial sector,  it  is painfully obvious 

that problems exist which can only be solved by the results of research and development 

and by the application and enforcement of standards.    Notable among these are the 

difficulties with the quality of field grade raisins and raw hides and skins - two 

raw materials of the most  important of Afghan exports.    There are others too numerous 

to mention.    Unfortunately, the size of most of our enterprises is too small to afford 

the resources needed for private R&D,  although some ad Jioç efforts have been made by 

individual industrialists to solve their problems.    In the main,  these efforts have besn 

more courageous than effective. 
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Thus, though we are presently not equipped to work on the solution to these 

problems, we are well aware of th,m and are beginning to take the first step, in 

planning an organized attack or. them. 

Cogently, »e very «uch o^reciaV the opportunity to participate in this 

series of -minar,  in the hop,   that wo .W 1«» fro. the experience of our colleagues 

^ apply this leaminc to «oil. ih. «ay in the cstaMish^nt and effective use of 

research and development  services ,„d the develop»^  and application of industrial 

standards. 

C/ÏFRUS 

CASE STUDY ON THE SITUATION AND EXPERIENCE IN 
THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL MID TECHNOLOGICAL 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

by 

Spyros Phylaktis 

Cyprua is the third largest island in the Mediterrane« with an area of 

3 57? square »ilea and a population of about 630,000.    It became an independent 

republic in mid-August I960.    Manufacturing is one of the moat important aectors of 

the economy of Cynru*.     In 1971 it  en.plo.yod about 36,000 persons or 13 per cent of 

the economically active population,   contributed CL<>8 million or 12 per cent to the 

GroBB Domestic Product  and export* of memuactured good, amounted to CW0.5 million 

or about  25 per cent of total domestic exports. 

Nevertheless,   industrial development   i» Cyprus is of recent  origin and due 

mainlv to private initiative.    Some of the factors which contributed to the alow rate of 

d^elopment in the industrial economy are the omaxlnese of the local market, the limited 

supply of raw materiale, the development of a lucrative import trade (which MSLJ&iS 

had the effect of conditioning the Cyprict  consumer to foreign goods),  the lack of 

enterprising initiative in the industrial sector  md the relatively low standard of 

technical  training. 



The period  cince I960 has seen the  expansion and establishment  of the majority of 

industries operating in Cyprus.    The industrial ntructure  if. typical  of a developing 

country.    The:  najor industries from the point  of view of employment  and value added are 

those producing foudstu.ri^,  beverages,   clothing and footwear.    Other industries of 

some size are printing,   furniture,  brick-making and cement  manufacture.    In I967 there 

were 6,766  industrial  establishments,  84 per cent  of which employed less than five 

persons.    The big e^t-blishmentn   (i.e.  those employing five persons and over) 

contributed 79 per cent to the gross output of the   manufacturing industry. 

The industry is geared to the production of consumer goods mainly for local 

consumption, the only exception of importance being wines and spirits and canned 

products where by far the greatest quantity of production is exported.    With the exception 

I of the food industry,  all other industry is heavily dependent on imported raw 

materials.    There ic relatively little interdependence within the industrial sector, 

¡except in the field of packaging and labelling where a number of firms supply the 

industry with its packaging and labelling requirements.    Close interralations exist 

between agriculture and food industry.    In the area of management, with the exception 

i of a number of large firms,  there is little if any specialization of management 

{functions and the owner/manager has usually to wear many hats. 

The Government  of Cyprus'0 policy ir the industrial sector is TO create a climate 

¡conducive to the development of private initiative and the attractior of foreign 
1 
•capital and technical know-how by such infraetructural works as the  expansion of 

Jelectrification,  communications, water development  and port development, by the 

¡granting of tax incentives and technical 4--ining, by the crertion of industrial 

lestâtes and by the granting of medium and long-term loans through the Cyprus 

Development Bank at reasonable rater, of interest.    The main objective of this policy 

is to use industrial development  as a vehicle for restructuring the economy towards 

built-in stability and diminished dependence on external and extra-economic factors. 

The overriding aim for achieving this objective is to build an industrial 

tructure that is conducive to an accelerated and self-sustained long-term growth of 

he manufacturing sector.    Specifically it is expected that industrial development 

,t least during the next five years or so \ould: 



(.,    **. p».».L the uUli^ion of l.•i  «. trials -hi* -t pre...» 

,rc elthor „o,  »muc. sufficiently or arc Uin, -ported in . rnv, 

material stater 

(        go ds „4 import suh.UtuUo»  (CvPru, *o*, in W! -untad to 

aio7 .mi« ^ *** *»«"' BWt" °f CMr milUon)i 

(o) Make moro efficient uoe cf industry'^ rcMurco-¡ 

(d) Cr»rto more productive anplojment opportunities. 

The Hesearch «a industri,! ^ — °' «" ^.'/i!!!* i^ 

onerai in Cypn,s.  Cypru., *«». of its «a    »» - ^ U. 1 ^ ^ 
*  i^ +h*  industri?!   research inBti+ut-i- or iirnn> 

development, lacks tue uwu""-tJ *««i«qtrfpl 
x^^,„      pnr this renson the onus of industriel 

exist in many other bigger countries.    For thi. n .. Milli8trY of 
v f«ilB on the Research :md Industrial Development Section of the Monistry 

re r ndl ^      in this corion the ^ and Industrial Bove« 
Co-ro. «d *" n of pWigrw.e8 of industrial develop 
Section advises and assists in xm. y*,  v 

and carries out» 

(.)    Survey Kit, the help of forcit consults or «HO experts designed 

to identify „«  inaurtxi-1 opportunities  one triors to industrial 

development• 

W   Promotion,! ^i,» to divinate the finden of such survend 
to .ring industri,! OWort•iti<» to the notice of led and foreign 

potential investors. 

•+      •M ~ indu-tripl projects «id prcpr.res ond evaluates feasibility 
Furthermore it promotes inductn-i proj „^„--1 

*      *  a+,„«r-     Pinallv, it carries out research on general 
0+„j4fifi and DrG-investment  studies.    íinany,   xv  w. 

:    1 of industri.1 develop - offers goner,! infection,  -££- 
^uid^co in the fields of production, quality cent«!,  otarda spécifierons 

and 'inance. 
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In 19fl  a t«am of UUIDC experts carried out  a general  survey of  industrial 

development with a view to  identifying  investment  opportunities and  suggesting ways 

ana means of accelerating industrial  development .     A summary of this study has been 

prepared by the Research and Industrial Development Section and distributed to 

* potential  investors  both in Cyprus and  abmad.    As a result of thin  study  a lot of 

industrial projects ha"e been established or are under consideration or implementation. 

In addition many important  studies have been earned out  during the 3eccnd Five Year 

Plan (1967-71).    Por instance,  a UNIDO  expert  carried out  a study en  the advisability 

of establishing an industrial extension service.     A survey of the conditions prevailing 

in the packaging field was also  carried out by a UNIDO expert.    A food technologist 

; also from UNIDO carried out a survey of the problems of  the food industry m Cyprus. 

¡ The Research and Industrial  Development Section engaged the services of oversea« 

• consultants or UiIIDO experto who  carried cut specific feasibility studies for a 

j fertilizer plrnt,  a forest  industries  complex and a cement-asbestos plant.    As regards 

* forest industries a company has br.en formed with SI per cent Government participation. 

The project is now under implementation.    The drafting of the tender specifications 

for the supply of the neoessary machinery as well as the evaluation of the tenders 

has been done by a consulting firm provided to the Cyprus Government by UNIDO. 

In addition various UriIDC experts were assigned to  a number of other project* in 

I various fields.    This assistance has proved very beneficial  and made a positive 

! contribution towards the industrial development efforts of the Cyprus Government. 

Many of the recommendations made by these experts have already been adopted by the 

Ministry of Commerce and  Industry and are in the process of beins implemented -md 

others are under consideration.    Th* pftach«! ar-r^ndi-  Ï•'* miV0 -xrerU  or consulting 

firms whi^h hf/p carried  out n.iscirm.  und   >r-in prient'.,  ir. Cyr.-u.   durine 1>he Second Five 

Year Plan (1967-71). 

Cyprus has no  Industrial Technological Research Institute.    This i« because of 

the small size of the country and the high cost involved.    For this reason, the 

ountry has to rely almost entirely on imported technology.     In this connexion,  the 

Cyprus Government welcomes foreign investment in industry, particularly when this xm 

iacoompanied with technical know-how and is intended to meet needs which cannot  be 

iroperly served by local capital and skills.    Foreign capital is acoord*d no IMI 
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favourable tr.at.cnt then that accorded to local  investments ?M available incentives 

and concessions are extended to foreign ft», on the basis of non-discrimination, 

f^hermore, the Cyprus Government h,a no plans of nationalizing private industry. 

The dovano««*'. declared policy is on, oí non-interference in the sphere of the 

private sector. 

There ,re no hard and fast rule* regarding the extent of foreign participation 

in industry in Cyprus.    Although the Government prefer, joint ventures and that 

51 per cent of the equity cipitrl of a« induBtrial enterprise should he owned by 

Cyprtot investors,   each ease is considered on ita merits.    Cyprus is perhaps »ore 

fcrtwt. thar a number of other developing countries in that it has , dynamic class 

of ^repreneurs,  « fairly high level of literacy,  nnd a mobile and adaptable labour 

fore.    In addition, „«e. in Cyprus are relatively low whet, compared with those of 

Hester* Europe.    These factors, together with Government policy of encouraging foreign 

inW.tm*«t, are already drying to Cyprus well-know» firms in joint or licensing 

venture, with Cypriote, not only to satisfy local dornend but with an eye on exports 

a» well. 

In spite of the «tlafcctory development of the manufacturing sector during the 

taut ten y ata or «o, nevertheless there ar<   c lot of problem* to be overcome if 

iaduatry is to grew at ihr desired rat, in the future and if it  xs to become export- 

oriunted.    Thea© problems are mainly the following« 

(i)    The relatively low level of technology prevailing in Cyprus. 

(U)    The lack of industri 1 it.mdard    duo to the absence of a national 

standards body.    This has occaaionrlly resulted in inconsistent quality 

of »afiuf xtur«d products which fail od to meet adequately the 

requirements of competitive m-rkote. 

(ili)    Industrial  antreprencuro hrvc been establishing now enterprisea 

often without sufficient  tecljio-eeonomic ntudies. 

(iv)    Sufficient  assistane- to .«torpriaon has been lacking in formulating 

profeto,   in chonring suitable equipment end in providing "follow-up» 

nervier  in the vnriouc jcctore of production, management and marketing. 
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In order to overcome the above problems, the Government of Cyprus hi*e recently 

negotiated with the United Nations a Five-Year Technical Assistance Programme for the 

development of Cyprirt industry nnd the promotion of exports of manufactured goods. 

Under this Aid Progredirne,  the United Nations will provide experts,   equipment  and 

fellowships for Cypriots to receive specialized training abroad,  for the establishment 

of an Institute of Standards and Quality Control, an Industrial Extension Service, 

and Export Credit  and Credit Insurance Scheme, Free Zone/industrial Estates,   and also 

for strengthening the Research and Industrial Development Section of the Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry.    This Aid Programme will start being implemented during early 

1973 and is expected to cost ebout Cfc630,OO0.    The main objectives of this Project 

are ae follows: 

(a) To advise the Government of Cyprus on its industrial policies and 

regulations and to assist in the preparation of programmes of 

industrial development and of industrial feasibility studies; 

(b) To assist, in the promotion of industrial projects; 

(c) To provide advisory extension services in all aspects of establishing 

industrial enterprises,  production and operation,  and in product 

adaptation and development; 

(d) To assist in setting up a National Standards Body,  including formulation 

of legal documents and regulations needed for its operation;    to work 

out a methodology for formulation of national standards specifications 

and to promote their application in industries; 

(e) To assist in establishing and administering a quality control and 

certification marking system,  including consultative services for 

industrial enterprises on the organization and operation of in-plant 

quality control and to provide laboratory and testing facilities for 

checking and certifying the conformity of products with the specification«; 

(f) To advise and assist the Government  in establishing and initiating 

operation of a Free Zone/industrial Estatef 
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(g)    To adviae ma assist in previdi«« m adequate ran«* of oxport wrviot* 

to Cypriot manufacturers to cnaMo them to moot the exports expmtim 

ma diversification objectives of the Government| 

(h)    To ostahlish a national reference information service for industry 

which can provide a continuous and up-to-date fio* of t^icid «d 

economic information to industrial «mterpriso», potential tenori 

«aid Qovomment bodiee. 

It 1« hoped that the above Project »ill Mil* the 00V«ma«* to i«*l<*« on 

«««al oo«po«id rate of growth of «nufacturi^ industry of ^ U P** *•* ***«• 

tha Third Five-Yaar Plan (1972-76).   the ««•1 ***« of ***** of a-*»***1***»« 

tnduetry m*im ^ «•«»* Five-Yet* Fl* (mi-ll) «* ****** 9 P« ««** 

f,l.   Oh« Cypriet *omiê *» «P<^ i# »$?•«• 
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r. 

Experts assigned to tho Ministry of Co.mrcc ma Industry during the Second 
Plan Period under United In.tions und <. ther Teahnicnl \at*istanco Programaos 

Mr. D. P. Urin,  Industrial Estatea Adviwcr,  1964-196?, 

Mr. M. Passsr, Industrial Consult mi, May 1965 - -July 1966« 

Mr. R. Lanaler, Associate Industrial Econoalst, February 1966 - May 19^9 
Industrial Economist and awnbor of UMIDO Industrial Survey Mi s» ion, 
Mry 19«9 - Awgust 1971. 

Mr. B. Sohlborg, Pulp Mid Prpsr Study, June 19*6. 

Mr. M. C. Vcrghese, Fertiliser Study, August 1966. 

Mr. A. Nlelson nnd Mr. a. Uhm, Freo Zone« Industrial lutate* Study, 
July-Sept «siber 19^T. 

Mr. I. Alkalaj, Forest Industry Develop«* Study, Septesfcçr 19*7. 

Mr. W. K. «hcatley, Industri?! Stondardiietion Study, M^y-July 19^9. 

Mr. Q. OopR, Ceawmt-Asbcstos Study, August 19^9« 

Mr. A. Soilnn, Pnekagin* Survey, February 1970. 

Mr. A. T. Wnlibmk, UMIDO Industriel Survey Mission, Cyprus Development Bank, 
Industrial  Extension Service,  since Dcc©«bor 19T0« 

Polytcohn«.,  CsochoslQvnkiofi Consult inf Fir«, Mood Processing Study, 
since August 1Î70. 

Mr. I. Roostal, Market Rosearen, UMIDO Industrial Survey Mission, January-Hay 1971. 

Mr. J. Moverras,  Industrial ft^tneer, WIDO Industrial Survey Mission, 
January-May 1971. 

Mr. J. M.  Corran, Food Industry Ctudy, March-April 1971. 

Mr. J. Harrison, Pulp and Paper Exploratory Miosion, May 1971. 

Mr. L. J. Buck, Packaging Promotion and Quality Control 3tudy, Septssfcer-Oetooer 191 

Mr. S. P. Pndolooohia, UMIDO Sanior Industrial Economic Adviser, Industrial 
Development Programe,  sine« October 1971. 
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HONGJCONG 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Cecil 5.  0.  Chan 

Industries in Hong Kong 

Some twenty years ego, Hong Kong with its magnificent harbour,  \-r\a merely an 

entrepôt port.    There were a number of trading houses but no industry to speak of. 

Then in the early fifties, Hong Kong began to see  a change in its way of life. 

Factories were set up and such products as garments, textiles,  plastic goods, 

electronic and electrical goods, wigs, metalware, footwear and toys along with many 

other typos of products were manufactured and exported throughout the world, thus 

transforming Hong Kong from an entrepot Dort into c thriving industrial city. 

That Hong Kong is indeed an industrial city and has grown with spectacular growth 

over the past twenty years,   is clearly indicated by the fact that there are now 

20,000 factories in Hong Kong,   employing over 600,000 workers,   and that the exports 

of manufactured products in 1971 totalled US£2,500 million.    Most of the factories 

are medium or small-scale factories employing ICBS than 300 workers. 

The major markets for Hong Kong products r.re the United States,  United Kingdom, 

Foderai Republic of Germany,  Australia,  Canada and Japan.    Thtre is  approximately 

75 Per cent of all manufactured goods exported to these countries and their markets 

demand a high level of quality.    Also, mc^t of these countries have mandatory standards 

on hygiene or safety for a wide selection  of goods. 

Many Hong Kong manufacturers have been producing products to the designs end 

specifications supplied by oversea« buyers and seldom manufactured their products 

to their own designB.    However, that practice,  the practice of acting as contractor, 

is  changing'.    Centralized organisations are offering aid to manufacturers to 

produce goods to their own designs. 

In order to achieve the  goal  of producing high quality products of local designs, 

the Federation of Hong Kong Industries,   a statutory body set up to look after the 

interests of industries,  established a scrirs of testing and research laboratories to 

assist manufacturers,   firstly in assessing the quality of manufactured products and 

secondly to improve the quality and design of their products. 



« «•!»«! on the ,bovc purpoBcf thnt  ^„^  ^^ ^ 

out  ,t the Federation of Hon« Kong Indutrio, wer, *rou«„t into bar*. 

TaUatJBäJssjsrch Ço.n^n^oX.r.ederAUo£_ XJoag. Ko^Indus.tjriea 

The Federation of Hon, Kons Indies u a rec0i!ni2c.d ^^ 

«r*i», cut industrie testis ^ Uctaoloilonl „„„^ ^ Thc 

and Re8o,.rch Centre „as  first   =ct up in 15„4 on , H.„„ Bcalt md 8lnM ^ ^ "« 

expanded graduaUy.    The Federation no« occuPioC io.000 .,.  ft.  of floor rrer in a 

node«, industrial buüdin«,  employing approximately a rt6ff of 50.     (See Appendix 
for Organization Chart - page 1?). 

The preoont  day value of investment  in equipment is in the region of US$250,OO0 

aost of which was don, ted by industrialists.    The annual recurrent expenditure of the 

laboratories now stands at approximately 113*100,000, and this figure is rising at the 

rate of 25 to 30 per cent per annum.    As the Federation is a non-profit making 

organization,  industrialists are charged at  cost  for the projects they sponsor. 

As testing and research facilities „ere set up to meet the needs of industry,  the 

laboratories were designed to carry out testing and technological research on those 

products mainly exported from Hong Kong.    These products includeî 

(a) Textiles - fibres,  yarn,  fabrics,  made-up garments and articles. 

(b) Chemical products - foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, paints, organic and 

inorganic materials,   plastics and rubber. 

(c) Watches and watch-cases. 

(d) Electrical products - accessories,  appliances,  cables and cords. 

(e) Toys - plastic, metal and soft toys. 

(f) Miscellaneous products such as wigs, metal wires, cords and paper. 

Plans are now underway to establish laboratories for testing and analysing 

olectronic products, and packaging material as well as biochemical analysis of 
foodstuffs and beverages. 



Dovelo^ment__in industrial research ^activities 

Industrial  research activities  in Hong Kong are in an early stage of development. 

These were brought into being as a result <f and as a by-product of product quality 

analysis and testing. 

Generally,   research activities in Hong Kong are carried out in response to 

requests made by industry and have been on fairly limited scale for short duration. 

It should be pointed out that  since industry in Hong Kong is growing rapidly, 

industrial  research orogrammee of prolonged duration are of very little interest to 

industry,  let alone the expenditure  involved in long-terra programmes.    In general, 

programes lasting more than two or three months would be considered too long by 

industry. 

The major factor affecting the development of industrial research activities in 

Hong Kong is the lack of finance.    Other factors are the lack of adequate equipment 

and the shortage of technically qualified personnel. 

However,  it  should be emphasized that there is a considerable demand for 

technological research in Hong Kong from industry.    The demand comes from nearly all 

sectors of industry, notably the textiles,  rubber footwear,  electrioal and electronic 

industries.    Generally,  most  of the programmes are connected with product improvement 

or development or with production techniques. 

Design and packaging centres of Federation of Hong Kong Industries 

Apart  from the need for technological  improvements in manufactured products and 

production techniques,  the Federation of Hong Kong Industries recognized the need for 

product design and packaging as part  and parcel of product improvement and development. 

In 1968,  an Industrial Design Centro was set up under the sponsorship of the 

Federation.    The Centre's main consideration during the past years fell into the 

following main categories! 

1. Promotional 

2. Educational 

3. Functional 



In the- area of promotional nativity,  a design competition wna started in 1969, 

mid esteemed awards wore given annually to outstanding deigns in Hong Kong 
manufactured products. 

Courses were also conducted by local ,xA OVOPBCûS experte at the Design Centre 
on subjects related to industriel raid product design. 

A register of designers wr.s set up in the course of the Centres functional 

activities to enable the Cantre to oring to the attention of manufacturers the 
cervices of suitable designen. 

In 1970, a Packaging Centre wr.s also set up.    The objectives are sinilar in 

concept to that of the Design Contre.    Briefly, the Packaging Centre is tot 

1. Provide a forum for the exchange of knowledge on packaging. 

2. Promote the development of packaging education and technology. 

3. Disseminate information and knowledge of packaging. 

4. Develop skills and expertise in packaging. 

Integrrted industrial roscaron activities 

It is felt that industrial research activities cannot be segregated fTOB other 

facets of applied research activities relating to product developaetit and improve»**. 

Industrial research activities should be integrated with auch activities ast 

1. St andardi zat ion 

2. Product testing and duality and value analysis 

3. Industrial and product design 

4. Paci: aging 

5. Çiality control and production control 

6. Product  development 

7 •     Product  improvement 

It is based on the above concept of «'Integrated'' services that vai*©«» activities 

were instituted at the Federation of Hong Kong Industries in order to promote 

effective growth of industry in Hong Kong. 
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Int «national oo«»oper»Moi* 

Tb« 4evelop»ent of indwtrifcl rosearon netivitioe in Honf Kon« «fid other developing 

countries would be accelerated through international co-operation, partiottltuly hy 

the aas int «nee of ©otmtriee that have roached the advenced ita«©! of technological 

rateare».   *ith eneouragetient froa auch world organi»»* ione M WIVQ (tfciited latione 

Industrial Develop»«* Organisation) it if hoped the advanced countries will offer 

assistance to th« developing oountrie« in their development of Industrial resoaroh. 

It i« tie© hoped that research peperà will he ae4e reedily »vai WM* thteugh 

UR80 to developing ©©»tries hy «peciel M-rengeawnt. 

It is further suggest od th*t consideration should he given te th® tettine* *# °? 

Uw regional oo-o Deration in the field of Induit riel and teohnologioal 
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KOREAj  REPUBLIC „OF 

RECENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES OF ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

by 

Jae H. Yang 

The research and development activities of a country are closely related to the 

level of industrial development that country has achieved.    In other words, the 

industrial structure, the level of industrial technology and the number «id quality 

of scientists and engineers, have great influence on research and development activities, 

With progress in industrialization,  research rubjects change,  and the pattern 

of research and development activities in developing countries changes according to 

the progress of industrialization in such countries. 

For example, the following research and development work is relatively active 

in the initial stage of industrialization. 

1. Research related to export promotion of primary products such as 

agricultural and mineral products. 

2. Research on production of goods necessary to the daily living ox 

the people,  especially consumer goods being imported. 

3. In this stage, most industrial enterprises are small or medium in 

business jcale,  and industrial research activities  are seen only 

in a few larger firms, though they are chiefly of the nature of 

chemical analysis and quality control of products and of trouble 

shooting in production processes. 

4*      Basic research by individual scientists on their specialized subjects. 

The research and development activities in the initial stage of industrialieation 

take on the form of natural growth, but when the governments of developing countries 

began to pursue positively an industrialization policy in the 1960s, there appeared 

technology gaps between research organizations and industry because of the development 

of industries based on advanced technology such as cement,  fertilizer and steel 

under this policy.    The development of these industries was du*; largely to plants 



_    Ti 

which had been imported on a turn-key basis because of underdeveloped  technology und 

as the experience of operating thcee plante accumulated,   th«   industries becur more 

advanced than rese rch organizations  in  idantifying technical  problema facing 

the  industries. 

Under the circumstances,  the technological problem facing developing count   tee 

today is how to narrow effectively the gaps between  research organizations and 

industry.    As a result, the training of qualified angineert and th« development 

of technical manpower through establishment of new research institutes or »erger of 

existing institutes poses an important  policy prcble« for their govern»«*«. 

Research activities related to such industries  are PB followni 

1. Research for digestion and improvement of technology imported 

along with plants. 

2. Research on product application, mass production to reduca 

production costs and development of new markets. 

3. Research for gradual import  replacement of raw materials for 

new industries with expansion of their production scales. 

In carrying out  such research activities,  the  following must be taken into 

serious consideration. 

First,  there must be correct data and informetijn on industries.     In other words, 

statistics on industrial  structures, business stetus and the level of technology and 

production must be compiled.    To this ond,  surveys* on industrial establishments 

and markets should be conducted.    It  is also necessary to understand the nation's 

position in the world economy in order to establish r correct direction of 

industrialization and research and development  activities therefor.    Most developing 

countries lack information and data on their industries. 

Second,  there must be frequent inter-communicat ions between induitrie» and 

research organizations.    As discussed above, there ore conspicuous technology gap« 

between industries and research organizations due \o the advanced technology the 

industries imported along with new plante.    As P. result,   it is vury difficult for 

scientists in universities and reoearch organisation» to identify technical problewi 

of industries in their industrial research.    On the othtr hand,  engineers in industries 

are well acquainted with the techrical problema of their planto.    Thus,   industrial 

research projects require close inter-communications between industri«» and 

research organizations. 
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Third, „ techndo», develops and industri-l structures become complex, th. need 
fer join, or »roup research increases,    m . Joi„t reBearch preject( ^ „^ 

subj.ct 1. divided «« it. Be»bCra according to their specialized field».    A. . 

ZUll T T' °f the r0*WOh C°-0rdlMtor >• taP"t«t.    Recruiting oualifisd 
el»ti.t. »ho aro ab., to carry out successful!, thei, assigned research work i, 

¡«portant to . joint research project.    I„ thl. conn^n, the technical «„peer 

d.v.lop«„, poucy «u.t be so pursued as to produce research scientists according to 
r...aroh needs, which àtmgt as industriali,.««, progresses. 

ttalr^r11.""*" " "Clwrtlrt!- 4' R M«°" **"« *<** ¿.veloMr* caries 1» 
thsir effort, in industrial research «i develop.    How to distribute the luted 

7*7' ,Clentlrt' - «**> '» —• «« universities, research organisation, 
and Industrie, i. « big probi.« to these countries. 

The relationship o»ng those three sectors was ooaewhat aabiguous in the initial 

«.g.  of dcv.lep.„t  in developed countries.    For example,  scientists usually held 

»  job. - one at  r univ.rsity ar.d the other at an industry or ., research institute. 

"H"' •"""•*• " thC lMti,Ute °f PhyBiMl «* <*»-*> ""«»h during its 
inlti.1 y.ar. »ere s».tly university professor, and even today Japanese university 

prof...or. have two  Job. on the ca.pu» - one teaching a*d the other research at a 

unlv.r.lt, research institute.    I„ the United States, which has a large number of 

.01«^.*.   industrial coaxes have been developed near universities and universities 

«d   ndustrle. .» thus use university professor, in their research and develops 

In »or., toda,, active public discussion, arc being hold on the participation of 

olloge professor. ln mariai research and industry's use of college professor. * 

hi It. ^ " BOlVe ,h° Proble"8 lnVOlVOd Ìn "**"-"* a dose relation- 
ship batwesn college professore and industrial  scientists and engineers. 

KIST draws en college professor» and industrial  scientists and engineers 
»Ploying the» on a part-tiac basis, »hc„ a rcncarch proJ<!ct ¡B beyond ^ J 
capability,    o, thl  oth,r hsnd,   KIST .^^  ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

graduate school.    Thus,  KIST has  ostahlishod close rcl„n»,. w ... " ciosc relations between univorsitiss 
and induetrl... 
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The training of scientists md engineers in an effective  Bm       •      , 
portant to developing countries.    Thfì 0VGr8eae ,^   ^ ^ ~" 1S *" 

weight  in developing countries      lr   thir '^^ °f y0Un* 3tudc^ carries 

thc-scene training at  faeton«  •       , countneo,   •, they can receive on- 
axmng at  îactories m advanced countries onlv whm +v. 

such factories' exports of «mH +       , ^mries only when they are  involved in 
exports of equipment  and technology to th* -+,^    *  . 

Accortine, the technolojy they learned ,t ,a„ ^      .        '*"***" oamtli«- 

institutes i. MBtly not LdiLly
ai: H :zrT

vor8itioE "4 ro8enroh 

-dents to dcvoloplng countrl68 /^   *f 
h - --rie..    And since »est 

«»t    earn the technology their covmtrios nted Et^^vcr> 

iiatitutc-s in advanced countries which accept them .-.•,,   . research 

rr< ^ in the d^t of :;i:
h:d:c;r ;, :;:::::is a 

rrirrr r:dcvEi°pinê c~ ^- - —~ «£TLU, 
f Physics » the UnUod States once aln,ost unani^ueiy adopted nuclear physics a»d 

elementary particles as thoir major subject of study. 

On this consideration,  it is necessary for develop^ countries to establish 

ocfax aone at home, not  overseas. 

In this vi«, Korea established the Kerea Advanced Institute of Science to train 

enUste nee ed in Korea.    A graduato echoe!,  it glvcs courts necessary to   u Z 

, M"      
fiVO-y0ar "' dOVel— *• «* "' •-- P- -d 

;C1VC thiS PUrPOSC-    In «*« *• ««" sellent students,  students of this 
«ho,! benefit fro» a reduced to• of military service and other privileges. 

t.vour.ble  environment  and facilities for research and improve the treatment of 
-cacntistc,   including a high T>ev sc-l<-    EO +W +v, 

work m„ lead - secure  lif        - v ^ ""^ "^ '" tho1' ""'^ 
1       '    CCUr" Ufc-    ,niS cen l0 d<• »ly ««h •-• Positive Government policy 

•** -PPort.    !t .„,  hdp develops countries solve the prob'e. of the brain Ln - 
*!i<  emigration of qualified sr-ion+Wc *n    A 4ut.xj.iica Bcicntiots to advanced countries. 



Together with a ^ocitivc  policy  for te-rimirai  manpower development,   m offe i-ti ve 

increase in research investment  POSCB  a major problem  in dev< loping count rira. 

Advanced countries   jpenc,  generrll.y  ¡.¡peaking,  two to  ihr* o p< r cent  of  their gre30 

netional product  on research and investment,  while  drvcloMng countries  invest only 

O.5 per cent of their gross nation?! product   for euch purposes.     In view of the need 

of developing countries to  expedite  their  industrialization pre IH as,   it   is more 

important  in developing countries to spend more for research and dev< lopesont than 

in developed countries.    On this consideration,  developing countries must  invert at 

least one per cont of their gross nation-! product  in research and investment.    Thii 

is a general consensus of the world today. 

In Korea,  an effort  is being made to  excrant  research funds fro« trotes anr  rocniire 

corporation» importing foreign loans and foreign technology to deposit  a certain amount 

of money for research and development funds ir order to increase investaent  in 

research and development. 

Also importent is establishment  and use of or integrated research organization so 

as to  -r. -^rf effective  and systematic use of technical manpower rné research funds. 

It is more useful and mor»   effective for developing countries with limited technical 

manpower and research funds to heve integrated research institutes conduct research 

and development  for industries than to let   industries do  individual  research and 

development work.    Therefore,  merger of existing research institutor  into an intégrât« 

organization or establishment  of a new integrated research organization must be 

seriously taken into  consideration in developing countries. 

Planning and imolcmentr/tion cf research project 

The Korea Institut e of Science  .and Technology carries out research and developacnt 

projects in the following manner. 

Detailed information on various projects envisaged under the Government»s five- 

year pirn, including statistics related to the projects, and information and data on 

technical problems involved in industries obtained from related industry associations 

are given to senior investigators of laboratorio!:- for use in their preparation of 

project proposals. The project proposals prepared by laboratorier. are referred to the 

Techno-cconomicr, Group for its examination of the marketability of the result3 cf the 

proponed research project" and the economic feasibility of the proposals themselves. 

The pro pos rlu determined to h. ^ no possibility of comnn-rei al succose arc rejected, flW 

only those oonsid.ored feasible -re giv.n priority. The priority-set proposals are th« 

referred to  the Research Activities Peview Committee  for financial  approval. 



Thf   Research /.etiviti. s U vim Cenai« ee gives  finr.1    .pprovnl to proposait» on 

tin   baaiP of whither the expect cd resulte ôf the proposed project a will be applicable 

to  industry, whither the p-opoe. d  project Kader ie   mitubU, whether the proposed 

project will need non-KT3f ojrp«- rt-  -md whether thr proposed IH.search cost  is proper, 

When a research project  thua ftpproved io completed,  a reseorch report is 

prepared -ma submitted to the Tcehno-econciai en Group for its review and determination 

of the proposed plant«* production capacity   md production copt and the proposed 

investment  in the plnnt.    The  rtr^rt thus reviewed md determined ir. then forwarded 

to the Frojeot Dcvelopaont Diviolon for its contrete with the business finse which 

are interested in CQBBKreialistnf the research result. 

Wh<»r   •   ucr.trpct   ii-  errerà   ír.t-. vith n bufine   lira íT thf  castra rei-H -,--•> ion of th« 

rtscarch result, the research result i* applied on a bench-scp.H  in the testing 

laboratory nnd a pilot plant  is not up to detcrnine plar.t desire and engineering 

plans for the projected plnnt.    la cose the Techno economics Group reaches the 

conclusion that the research rcouH  requires pilot  plant tests,  it directly gives the 

research report to the testing laboratory and the r,   rt rj-rt  l-.boratory to obtain the 

necessary engineering dat* on the proposed plant. 

In order to promote industrial application of the research result,  industries 

are encouraged to provide part of the research cost  ovon whan the research project la 

nrrried on in direct connexion with the Qovem«efit » s industrial development policy, 

and projects for which industry provides part of the coet arc given top priority. 

When the fir» which has bought the research result on r royalty basis develops 

financial difficulty, KIST reoonwends to the Ministry of Science and Technology or 

the Ministry of Comaerce and Industry thnt the Government provide proper support for 

the firm after discussion by the State Council. 

Development of suitable skills for industrial research 

The construction and operation of an industrial plant derived fro« research 

requires akillod technician«. 

In spite of the important rolo technicians play in the course of industrialization, 

the lese a nation develops in industry, the lose  it respects the role of technicians. 

IThis is a general trend in developing countries today.    Ats a result,  in such countries 
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people prefor paporwork in officii io technical work in factories,  ma went to earn 

better posilionc in offices through advanced study,  if possible.    It is therefore 

nocoseery for developing countries to improve the   treatment and social status of 

technicians if they pre to meet the demand   f^r technical  manpower in their 

industrialisation procces. 

The Kore? Institute of Science  and Technology provides a broad rannte of pay 

levels for techniciens so thr.t  experienced techniciens may c^am more thsn young Ph.D. 

degree holders.    Also, depending on their ability, KI3T technicians can be promoted 

to the positions of supervisor and manner. 

The Kore m Govcrn«emt annually holde n national content for industrial teehnicii» 

and those Baking good records in the contest  arc given «odalo.    In addition,  skilled 

technicians »bove a certain level r.r*   exempt   from the duty of military servie«. 

It ic necessary and import wt for the Government to establish a system of 

gwutnteeing a secure life and social status for technicians,  like the Mei at er syst o« 

of Germany and Switzerland.    Especially,  a system reçfuiring college students to 

undergo practical experience under the direction of factory Meisters for P certain 

period i« important in that  it give« a aonae of satisfaction to technicians by 

making theic feel like profeasors. 

There arc now 4?*> vocational schoole in various fields "udì as agriculture, 

fishery atid engineering on the level of secondary education, an4 they turn ou* about 

23,000 technicians annually. 

In addition, large-scale busim ì 
r   crt^blishmentn run their own schools to train 

technicians needed in their planta. 

orciai i z at ion of industrial research remits mm »lus* m wwm • *»* ». *»• ^» m •'»• mm* »ni m m m ** * * **** *---*--*-**'* wn   • mm 

The ultimate objective of industrial  research is to apply the research result to 

production on a commercial basia.    In achieving this objective, developing countries 

face «any probi ens in their industrial research activities.    These probi oras ocn be 

divided into four types as follows! 
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First,  developing countries,  in pursuing m industrialization policy, r.ttr.ch 

importance to  i he need to import  industrial  plants and technology in ordir to -«-hieve 

projected economic development  r.c soon n~  possible.    Imports plant« and technology 

shorten the development period,  require sm-U   initial  investment,  have markets for 

their products and involve  few risks in rcso-rch and development.    B, cause of iheec 

r*rits,  industrialists prefer imported Pl;^o  nnd technology to their own research 

rnd development  on new technology and equipment  for eoawercirlization. 

Accordingly,  it i» necesaary for the Qrvernment to give ac much incentive to 

industry's own roeer-reh and development   for a new product or r. new .,m«^¡ .•    nr 

eomercialization as to import advmccd technology and new plant*.    Such an incentive 

will  promote industrial research and development activities. 

In Korea,  r law for the develop*«* of technology i* under deliberation as a 

mean« of promoting industrial roeoarch and development activities.    Under the proposed 

1«»,  corporations which have imported technology are requirod to d#pesit annually 

m amount équivalant to the royaltiet mid for import«! technology or 15 per cart 

of the total sal et for use in their own research and development, and the amount thus 

depo.itcd will be oxumpt from taxe«,    alto, products manufactured with new5y- 

developed technology and pronome« will be oxompt fro« commodity tases for the first 

five ye-ra and long-term,  low-interest loans will be provided for indurtry»s rotearen 
ma development activitier.. 

Second, most industrialists in developing countries ar0 reluctant to eommoreialisc 

research results because of the risks involved in their ncisntistrt research and 

development and because cf the disparity between the industrial structure and the 

technological level of thoir countries.    When they oamrcialisc research results, 

Lhcy do so after testing the» in laboratories and pilot planta and with engineering 

servie*  guaranteed.    But this rcquiree large investments.    For example,  a pilot plant 

tert coats 10 times the cost of a bench-ncale tent  in a laboratory.    Thus, without 

the Government»« financial support, expansive work such as a pilot plant tost would 

ilracßt impossible in developing countries. 

Third,  it is necessary to apply a thorough follow-up control of rosearen 

Truite.    Follow-up control here meane the work necessary to make a successful 

r. s.arch result  into a commercial product.    Without such work, research roBults would 



be useless,   however successful   they might   be .    For example,   ;   newly-developed radio 

circuit would bo useless  ;s a commodity  if you foil to  design and mnkc a caso suitable 

to the. now circuit.     A chcmicr.l product  may be er¿ily synthesized  in a laboratory's 

bench-scale  experiment,  but  itr production on ?. commercial   ¡¿cole would be  impossible 

if one  of two  ingredients were not   importable.    Such a  en«, c often takes place,   so it 

ir. important to take  into  confide.rati'.n  ?11  factor.",   especially non-resc-prch factors, 

involved in the  commercialization of research results.    Unlike advanced countries, 

developing countries  face  problems due  to underdeveloped related industries and 

technology in commercializing research recults. 

Fourth,   in selecting research subjectn,  a thorough techno-economic feasibility 

study muet be made.     In deve loping count ri CB,   industrial  research   i;~ completed no+ 

by submitting the report but with the commercialization of its results.    In case a 

research project has been done under a contract with a corporation,  therefore the 

research scientists  should shar   the  responsibility for commercialising the research 

results with the corporation.    It is desirable thrt the corporation consider 

corsnercializrtion in financing research projects. 

International ce-opérât ion for ijiduct rial X0iyc:arçh jará development 

The Korea Institute  of Science and Technology «'!^-  carried on international 

co-operrtion with  foreign research  organizations as  follows. 

Upon its founding  in 1^66,  ¡CIST  entered into a five-year technical assistance 

contract with Battello Menorirl  LootiLut».  of the United States.    Under this contract, 

joint  KIST-Battello tccltno-economic surveys of Korean industry in about 20 fields wore] 

conducted while KIST buildings were still under construction.    Battello sent it3 

experts to Korea to  form bi-natirnr]  teams with Korean scientists and economists, 

including KIST members,   for the surveys. 

The objective of those techno-economic surveys was to  identify the technical 

problems of Korean industry and project  their evolution into the foreseeable future 

so as to determine the  laboratories and rese?.rch staff KIST needed in approaching 

those problems.    As  a result of these surveys,  KIST  established laboratories for 

research and development   in five  fields - materials science arid metallurgy,  electronic! 

and electrical engineering,  chcrnintry  -nd  chemical  engineering*,  food and food . 

technology.     In addition,   the Economic Analysis Group,   thi; Machine Shop,  the 



Electronic Data Processing Dopart meni  and th    Technical  Information Department w.re 

set up to provide supporting services  for these laboratories.    Th.   t.ehno-economical 

surveys also provided data  for the determination   ,f potential  rea.arch projertr  in 

the five  fields identified,   and KI~T began to recruit  overseas Korean scientists 

and engineers suitable  for the carrying out  of audi research projects.    Some 79 

Korean scientiots who  earned Ph.D.  yi:r,c¿  applied for employment  at KIST. 

The Korean eeuentists  and engineers thus  employed by KIST underwent  a training 

of three to  cix months at Battello»s Colunbue laboratories before their return to 

Knrt-r.    In this training,  they beccane acquainted with contract research, had p. 

preliminary study on the  industrial research projects they would work on at KIST, 

selected research ecpaipment necessary for their future research work at KIST and 

learned laboratory ménagement and the responsibility accounting system. 

Upon the expiration of the five-year technical assistance contract with 

Battello,  KIST renewed it  in the form oí a sister relationship between the two 

organizations.    Under this relationship, KIST and Battello exchange technical 

information and research ncicntists and conduct  joint research projects as occasion 

demands.     Ir. addition,  KIST has also  established a similar relationship with the 

Research Triangle Institute and Bell laboratories of the United States and the Nippon 

Steel Corporation,  the Sharp Corporation and the Mitsubishi Research Institute of 

Japan.    In the near future,  KIST will  establish similar relationships with research 

organization, in France,  Germany and the United Kingdom. 

In response to the increasing demand    f Southeast Asian nation« for a nulti- 

disciplinary research institute,  KIST provided assistance in the establishment  of 

the Union Research la -iy-*, in Taiwan on the basis of its experience in construction 

and operation.    In 1970,  KIST experts in electronics, mechanical engineering and techno- 

economics visited Taiwan to forra a bi-national team with their Taiwanese counterparts 

for techno-economic surveys of the electronic and machinery industries of Taiwan. 

After this, Taiwanese scientists visited KIST for a one month stay to study the 

management  and operations of KIST. 

In 1972, KIST scientists joined Hawaii's East-West Centre survey team on the 

construction of the Institute of Technology in Bandung,  Indonesia, and they have 

already finiolu-d a preliminary study on opportunities for industrial research in 

Indonesia for the proposed Bandung institute. 



KIST hae  alno < »nduc ta  y Ani  ren,arch pr  j<-rtr' with  forviar  research organi zat ioni 

to promote  international  co-operation ir.  im'untri 1   research -aid d. velopment 

¡ctivititf?,    Fer   exanple,   joint   re-f-rcl. on liquid cryBtr-lu   in now underway between 

KIST  and Japan's  Instituí,   of Physical   -r,.. Chmir-l   Rerw-rch.    Thir  project wrf 

designed to develop e better quality liquid rryotrl.    The two "rganisntions conduct 

separate research on new methodr  mi >aia    for   ryntlu aifing liquid crystal«  ni 

their own cost  and  exchange technical  information and samples developed  in their 

respective research for the purpono of tceting the  phyoicr.l  properties of the  samples 

developed by the other side.    If necessary, they exchange scientista ungaged in the 

project  for exchange of opinions and experience.     International co-operation in 

research on »ubiects of common interest to two or three countries is important   in 

that it complements and saves effort and cost for the countries involved. 

In 1970, KIST played p. central role in transferring several items of highly 

sophisticat«d technology developed by BASA of the United States as were applicable 

to Korean industry.    In this project, KIST scientists applied suoh items of HÀSA 

technology into Korean industry on the basis of all available information and date 

they obtained from WASA.    And aß n result, some of these items have boon sold to 

industry on a royalty basis for application to the production of export eoHBoditics. 

In fact, Korea now exporte: products derived from NASA technology. 

In order to provide other developing countries with information on the KIST 

experience of transferring NASA technology for application to Korean industry» KIST 

will hold a three-day »'International Seminar on Dissonine*ion of Tt>ohnolocf'  et KIST 

beginning from 20 November 197-    Invitee U the  p.ninrr ar.   reprenant ni iv«s of the 

HTM,  a KASA-rola-tod research institute, the AID and the Organization of Aa«riean 

States aid such Asian count rico r~  *o¿ea, The i land, the Philippines, ltalay«iaf  India, 

Indonesia and Pakistan. 
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MALAYSIA 

ROLI OF aCIHEERS IM IIDüSTRIAL RESEARCH 
IH DEVELOPS COÜWRIES 

*y 

Mr.  Abdul Rahim Bldin 

1.      Infetti rial nsearoh in developing countries 

The almost direct relationship between the economy of a country and it« 

technological and industrial capability la an obvious and accepted fact.    In these 

days whore •ciontifle »kills run supreme,  a country even though endowed with abundant 

naturel resources but lacking in technological know-how ia always at the mercy of 

the country with highly developed  sophisticated technology snd industry, economically 

m well as politically.    As technological progress and industrial progress advance 

hend in hand,   it is hardly surprising developing countries, conscious of the desire 

to raise the living standards of its peorl«,  ars embarking on a programme of up- 

grading their technological skills and know-how, so necessary these days for 

development of its industries.    As some kind of research is necessary for any 

kind of development, the need for industrial research establishments and manpower to 

carry out the research work must necesearily follow. 

r¿'     Besoaroh manpower 

The bulk of the composition of manpower for industrial research will invariably 

bo "scientists" i.e.  people with scientific training or technical background.    In 

this category of people are the chemists,  physicists,  engineers and to a lesser 

ort ont biologists and mathematicians.    How does the role of engineers differ fron 

the role of the "pure" scientists i.e.  chemists, physicists etc.  in industrial 

research?    Although in many instances,  r olcor line of demarcation bctwocn the two 

roles is not always possible,  in broad general sense, there is a distinctive differ- 

once in the approach and the work they carry out. 

Too often the role of engineers in industrial research is misrepresent od.    While 

th*. work of the engineers in the provision of public services and industrial produc- 

tion is well  rocognieed, the important role of the engineers m research is often 

not well understood.    To a layman,   engineers are viewed as -professional" people as 

distinct from 'puro" acia..lots,   and aince m achievement nade by engineers or of 

engineering interests is often hailed as r "scientific"  achievement,  a laymen may 

••ttcn not appreciate the engineering contribution in research. 



3.   ]&£i•liy¿-J?}.c?- J^lx-sa m^-sJr^J^J^--^&i^ 
Before wc look into th. exact  r,l., r.f cngim-r,  •i  T-ur, scientist* in 

-\      i . 4V,    ,iifi rinn   b +w. i-n "Zi engineer and industrial  reataren,   let us  aaamt   clos,l;.   th,   «'i fi.rene,        ,w * 
•   • ,.-;,     r. - •  •      vir,   eciontist  ^re 

,  pure scientist.    By virtue of t.ieir trr.ii.nv  '•*    .u_i. •    r    - I 
,    •       i   „,.+ +v,f   -onf   f'^hi^r  i iBithodical,  reasoning conditioned  to think and w:rk in cimosi the   ^JK  1 .*>M ,i.  i.       o-- » 

with logic,   resortine alwayB to  .xperir-ent.d  obs.rvMien,  ^.c d,ta.    But «hilt,  a 

scientist  is  conceded with the  fundrincnt.,1 law« of „-tur,   and th.   hnwa  and whys of 

- phenomena taking piece,  t),   .»glnur is concerns with th,   .ppHction of «men 

nrturel  1«» nnd phenomena into the cu .i-n of , ^vicc or  , contraption.    An pincer 

has to consider not only whether the contraption he designs  or, perform tasks  in the 

fashion he  requires it,  but he  ,lae h,o te  continue to  «pcrinoit with various design 

models of the contrrption further so an to determine the mod.1 which ,iv- the most 

satisfactory results in terme of both performance one! economy. 

Furthermore a -pure«  scientist  is satisfied «th the discovery he has mede and 

probably stops there without undergoing further research or thought on the application 
.  -, -u.,4.  ^^ „.-^r r.-r his to look inte the design of hie discovery for commercial  purposes,  but   an cngi^cr tv.s        ¿ooK « 

e 

of n contraption or a rig that will utilize that discovery for practical purposes and   j 

he continurlly modifies his design until it has become commercially viable and ; 

conpetitive.    /* engineer, apart  from being an r.pplicd scientist,  is also an economist 

in the   cense th,t he  has to ensure the design he ha, produced involves the minimum 

,,f production procedures, thus economizing in costs of production and labour in ordor 

to ensure  it will be popularly accepted. 

The scope of research and development  in engineering field in developing countri« 

iB great end varied.    It cm be  roughly categorized into four main linee, though it 

should be stressed that the engineering field is very much interwoven so that a olear 

division between these categories must not be attempted. 

r).      AppliPiL JJ^iììlPiì 

Very often, engineers in developing countries have to carry out research work 

rimilar to tneir counterpart, in the more advanced countries. In this respect the 

engineering research field is th~t of applied scientists.    There are areas in this 
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field where  extensive research is not of interest in  advanced count ri•,  but  which hau 

much relevance to the developing countries e.g.  research in sol;.r energy for drying 

and utilization,  and engineering materials research which are peculiar to a specific 

country. 

C.     Pilot plant research 

A scientific discovery cannot be commercialized until it  can be proved to be 

useful nnd economically viable.    Tc do this,  a pilot plant has to be constructed which 

must resemble a commercial production plant.    Research engineers engaged in pilot 

plant design are,  in fact, utilizing the bonch or laboratory scale discovory in a 

production scale technology for commercial viability Etudies. 

Although a pilot plant may not be as large as a commercial production scale, it 

nevertheless shall resemble the production scale in all the other mejor characteristics, 

particularly in the method of production.    The role of engineers in this transfer of 

technology is apparent. 

7. Technical, iwipvation 

Technical innovation may be defined as the process of developing a new product 

tc satisfy needs which have heretofore not been satisfied and often have not even bean 

recognized prior to identification of the product. 

Technical innovations of some kind are often required in developing countries 

because of the existence of many cottage and small-scale industries.    These ^nduntrios 

require small inexpensive machines for thei    production which 1x0 unavailable on the 

market.    Some of the examples are portable tapioca chipping macninea, wax-broaking 

machines for the batik industry,  and chilli grinders for the chilli sauce industries. 

Design and construction of those inexpensive and simple machinery for those 

industries are greatly needed. 

8. Machinery adaptation 

Many of the developing countries have an abundanco of labour.    Since the wages 

are low, labour-intensive industries are viable and appropriate.    Many of the 

machinery used by industries are,  however,   supplied by developed countries which, 

because of low labour supply and high wages tend to make machines which are largely 

automated for industries that require the minimum of labour.    As these machines 

arc very expensive, developing countries tend to lose by heavy capital expenditure 
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and not bo able to exploit the  inexpensive labour force    It would be far bettor for 

euch countries to purchase only the mr.in it CUD of the machinery and modify or adapt 

the machinery in such a way as to r- rlr.ce the expensive devices required for 

autoaiiti n by cheap rttaehaentr but which require labour fore-   during operation. 

Thi role of the cngineero b re in to identify the components that  can be 

replaced raid dcaißn the cheap devices needed for replacement of the expensive components 

9.      Cenci UB ion 

The role of engineers in industrial research in developing countries is indeed 

m important one.     In »any respects,   engineers con be considered as converters of 

technology i.e.  converting ideas,  laboratory discoveries inte viably conmercial 

projects.    The developing countries would stand to gain by emphasizing the 

engineering role in any research and developoent work. 

io. àsm£M 
Pöj^a^Uchipplng machine 

Here is a typical case  example of engineering innovation as rccpiircd in the 

developing country. 

At the Nptional Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research in Malaysia, we 

hav« developed r  portable chipping machine for cutting tapioca roots suitable for use 

in rural areis for smrll-holdore. 

In »any are-s in Malp.yi:ia, tapioca cultivation ic aonc b- small-holders.    After 

h&rvofttinf tapioca roots must be dried within two days bocauce of adverse chemical 

reaction taking place  in the roots.    To dry the tapioca, the roote mußt bo chipped 

into  «sail  pieces to be  aun dried.    Wc have developed a ornali,   inexpensive chipping 

«achino which can be powered by electric motor or engine and is portable. 

The main fortore of the machine is n vertical mild steel drum of about  2 ft.  in 

diameter.    Part of the top of the drum has been cut  and modified to facilitate the 

loading of the   mots.    At  the bottom -f the drum,  iß a mild steel disc with slitB 

eut  int..   it.    Th,  disc rot."tos eaitrrlly in the drum and acts as a cutter and is 

powered through ;   shaft by a motor or engine which iu  attached  at the top of the drum. 

The  funncl-liki   device at  the  end of the drum directs the chipe as they fall to 

the  ground. 

These  portable chipper9 have Ken found to be  popular. 
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MALAYSIA 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

\ 

Toh Hock Hong 

Malaysia is well-known for its rubber and tin.    In the past much of the research 

in the rubber industry was concerned with the increase of latex production through the 

development of a better type of rubber tree,  the so-called three-part tree which has 

a good system of roots,  a high latex yielding trunk and a good crop of leaves.    In 

recent years,  stimulants arc being used on rubber trees in order to accelerate the 

flow of latex thereby increasing the yield.    The increase in production arising from 

the botanical and chemical processes oeoms to be very satisfactory, but the long- 

term effects of stimulants on the rubber trees is not ye+  fully ascertained.    Further 

tests are being carried out. 

Owing tc the fall  in rubber price in recent months,  it is now realized that 

industrial research on rubber should from now on be  concentrated on rubber technology. 

If rubber production i3 increased while its consumption remr.ins stagnant, supplies 

will eventually outpace the demands end a fall in price is inevitable.    Through 

the development of rubber technology which is expected to lead to a greater 

utilization for natural rubber,   it  is hoped that demands for natural rubber will 

increase at the seme rate as its production.    The research programme of the Rubber 

Research Institute in Malaysia has therefo e been adjusted tr  emphasize rubber 

utilization.    In accordance with this policy,  its rubber technology division is 

being greatly expanded.    While the Natural Rubber Producers Research Association's 

Laboratory will carry on its research in rubber utilisation as before, the expanded 

division of rubber technology at the Rubber Research Institute in Malaysia will 

supplement  such research efforts.    By expanding this rubber technology division it 

is expected that a reservoir of rubber technologists will be available in Malaysia 

itself to provide technical services to the rubber consuming countries around Malaysia, 

•;uch as Japan, Australia and Asia. 
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The second largest  industry in Malaysia io the tin industry.    The technology 

employed in the tin industry is of foreign origin.    In the past there was no 

necessity for Malaysia to develop its own mining and beneficiation processes since 

the tin deposits were rich and plentiful rr.d tnc well-developed technology was 

adequate for such deposits. 

Ar, is to be  expected,   after half o. century of exploitation, the tin deposits in 

Malaysia are getting scarce and the ores need a higher degree of beneficiation. 

The Mines Research Laboratory of the Mines Department is engaged in the research 

and development of mining technology and beneficiation processes of the low grado 

tin ores and the ores which arc compounded with iron.    Since such processes are 

difficult,  the research and development efforts arc net  expected to produce resulte 

in the near future. 

In connexion with the tin industry, other heavy minerals have been produced in 

Malaysia,   such as ilraenite,  monalito,  columbite, wolframite, xenotirac and zircon.    So 

far these minerals have been sold as such at very low prices.    Efforts are being made 

now to process these minerals before they arc exported.    The national Institute for       . 

Scientific and Industrial Research has carried out work on the processing of monazite   j 

and xenotime to produce rare  earth oxides and thorium oxido.    By processing those ! 

heavy minerals,   it is hoped that Malaysia would get greater benefits from its 

mineral deposits. 

Although Malaysia is one of the world's leading I reducers of tin,  its own j 

consumption of tin is negligible.    In Malesia tin i, mainly used in the powtorware 

industry.    Efforts are being made to carry out research and development  in the 

utilization of tin in Malaysia.    The Tin Research Institute in London has done the 

fundamental work on the properties of tin and tin utilization.    What has been done 

should not be duplicated.    The efforts m Malaysir will,  therefore,  be concentrated 

on the transfer of technology from TRI and other tin research organizations m& to 

make use of the research and development results which have been obtained by 

these organizations. 

The third  largest  industry in Malaysia is palm oil with timber following close 

behind.    The palm oil  industry arose from the necessity to reduce Malaysia's dependence 

on rubber whose price is rather unstable.     In the past,  palm oil was  exported as 

such, but  recently a number of processing plants have been established to process 

palm oil before it  is  exported. 
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There are technological problème associated with the processing of palm oil and 

with the utilization of palm oil.   The newly established research institute called 

the Malaysia Agricultural Research and Development Institute or MARDI is entrusted 

with the task of looking after the research and development work of the palm oil 

industry besides the other agricultural produce of Malaysia such as paddy, coconut, 

pineapple and pepper,  except rubber. 

With the establishment of MARDI all research and development  activities related 

to agriculture are now brought under one roof.    Besides the agricultural stations, 

MARDI  controls the Freshwater Pish Research Centre, the Pood Technology and Research 

Division, the Veterinary Division, the Fishery Division.   Besides carrying out 

research and development work in the above-mentioned areas, MARDI also performs the 

functions of crop improvement and peat control.    In other words,  MARDI is responsible 

for all research and development activities of the agricultural  industry. 

Soon after MARDI came into existence, the National Institute for Scientific 

and Industrial Research was established to: 

(a) Provide industrial consultancy service; 

(b) Adopt and adapt  foreign technology for the UBe of the 

local industries; 

(c) Exploit local raw materials and industrial by-products; 

(d) Develop new technology for the use of local industries; 

(e) Disseminate technical information to the local industries;    and 

(f) Train research and technical personnel. 

To carry out these roles,  the National Institute for Scientific and Industrial 

Research or NISIR has established a library for its technical documentation centre 

and e number of laboratories with facilities for research and development work in 

mechanical engineering, materials science, glass and ceramics,   electronics, electrical 

engineering,  chemistry,   chemical technology and physics.    It provides testing and 

analytical facilities in the above aroas to the industries. 
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Being th. national institute, NISIB also „lays the role of stimulating and co- 

ordinating research and development  effort-  in other research institutos >*"' 

rcKvance to industrio..    It. roK in this  particular aspect will he expanded when the 

national Science Council is established with KISIB ,* ita secretariat. 

In exploiting the raw material« ef Malaysia, HISIH is paying particular 

attention to Malaysian plant, which ore known for their Vicinal values 

found in abundance.    NISI* is also assisting the other institutes in develop ng 

uses for Malaysia raw »ateríais sud. as eneráis, pata oil  and ti*«.    Although 

Institute of Porest .search has all along boon enacted with the tas, of     -r 

äevelopmc„t together with its main function of forest research,  the extent 

devient in «alayia is so vast,  owing to the large varieties of tree spec,    , 

that ms«.s assistale is readily accepted.    With combined efforts,  it is hoped 

that ti*« dévaleront will he accelerated and an impetus bo injected into the 

timber industry. 

SEPAL 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TRENDS 

by 

D. P.  Rcgmi 

Background information 

industrial development in Nopal started with the establishment ef Kepal Industrial 

„evelo^ent Centro in 1957 which was later converted into „epal Industrial Development 

Corpora in 1,60.    However, this autonomous bod, mainly dolt -it» ^ing activais, 

and did not provide extensive industrial  research activities.    A subsidiary 

organisation of the NIDO called Industri,! Promotion and Productivity Centre was 

established in 1*5-    «• ««•" concentration was i„ the field of non-banicing    . 

activities such as to conduct feasibility  studies of various projects   ^o*»tivi*7 

and training functions, publicity and promotion, market survey etc.    Soon after its 

establishment it went into liquidation .ainly because of financial reasons.    So*    of 

thcsc activities „ere later on carriee, out by the department  of tndustr os and      me 

went to the IOC.    At the moment,  the Depart•,, of Industrias is in principle doing 

I 
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the function of productivity, training and feasibility study.    The NIDC is engaged in 

industrial consultation and training, raw material and product  laboratory analysis, 

survey of markets etc. in addition to finai cing. 

The Kingdom of Nepal  iß still in the early stage of industrialization.   Moreover, 

there is at  present in the  country a limited capability to conduct feasibility studies 

which night  lead to industrial projects.    There is further no industrial focus at 

present  for the broadly-based economic research necessary to provide the Government 

with the basic data needed to arrive at policy decisions in the field of industrial 

development.    To fill these needs the Government intends to  establish an Industrial 

Services Centre. 

A UHDF-financed Industrial Advisory Mission (IAM) provided by TJWIDO wH TTO, 

which spent  a year in Nepal from July 1970 to July 1971, strongly recommended a 

special country project for Nepal which is known as the Industrial Services Centre, 

a joint  project of HMG/foepal and UNDP,    This will come under the SIS programme of 

| UNIDO in which UNDP's contribution will be US$891,600 and IMG's -contribution is 

i Rs. 3,724,300 for a period of three years.    A final request  from HÍG is still on its 

way and the document will te signed very soon.    The broad objectives and functions 

of this Centre is given below: 

A.     Long-range objectives 

1. The general aim of the project is to  co-ordinate the provision of the 

central services necessary to ac elerate and maint; in the pace of 

industrial development in Nepal,  and to supplement  existing services. 

2. Industrialization has not hitherto progressed far in Nepal, and the 

management of such industries as there are, is in general weak.   One 

of the main aims of the Government's current Five-Year Plan for economio 

development is to accelerate and intensify industrialization.    The 

institutions concerned with achieving this aim are not  at present fully 

effective.   The project is intended to rationalize and render more 

effective the activities of these institutions, to prevent overlapping, 

and to provide services which are needed but not   at present available. 
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B.      Imacàiate objectives 

The inmediato objectives of the project  rrreî 

(i)    To provide the ecrviccs needed to in?rovc the performance of existir* 

industries and to rtinalato the growth of economically viable new 

industries based on the resource* avvintolo in Nepal. 

(ii)    To provide technical  end managerial  consultancy acrvicce. 

(iii)    To devise and carry out nanagenent trainine progrès. 

(iv)    To develop the capability to undergo techno-econonuc feasibility 

studies  (including resource r»d market étudier) and to evaluate 

project proposals and reports. 

PAKISTAN 

SOME ASPECTS OP INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

by 

A. Hamid Chotani 

^ing the lust twonty-fivc years th.rc i. not a single sector 0„ activity 

which,  on a global ...1=, has developed »» such rotable speed as that of science 

^ technology.    New thoughts and new theories, new products end new P-»«^« 

totally «volutimi»* the thinking of man so nuch that nothing appears to ho out 
„f rcaoh or beyond his grasp.    Tho release of enormous entities of energy frem tu. 

annihilation of a tiny naso of ato.,  tho conquest of apace dcBonstratod by tao 

landing of tho man on the moon, the split-second solution of Problems by the 
aootlic compute,  arc all manifestations of tho master of the laws of nature hy 

,hc scientists and technologist, of the 20th century.    Although the impact of 

this scientific explosion on the socio-economic devdopnont  i, a phenomenon which 

has boon experienced hy all countries without exception,  ito origin and, therefore,  it. 

contribution to the increase of wealth and prosperity ha. been  confined to those 
TuTri- of the «est  and the East which have consciously and deliberately nour shod 

scientific education and rc-arch r. » part of their national  policy.    In fact the 
entogo share of the Ores, Kational Product   ((fflP) of a country,  ^located to seien« 

Z Myology i. » index er ,• of the prosperity „nc ^cement of that count* 
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The table below shows the nomes of some selected countries, the percentage share 

of their GNP spent on scientific research and development   (R & D) and the national 

income of those countries« 

Name of the 
country 

USA 

UK 

Netherlands 

Prance 

Germany 

Japan 

Sweden 

Canada 

Belgium 

Norway 

Italy 

India 

Pakistan 

Othor countries 

f- share of ONP 
for scientific 
research and 
development 

Nat ional 
income 

(million *) 

3.4 

2.3 

2.0 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0 

0.45 

0.13 

0.5 or less 

620,968 

63,064 

16,961 

76,153 

90,610 

78,222 

12,333 

39,691 

14,310 

3,834 

49,066 

39,401 

11,800 

It will "be seen from this tabic that the direct relationship between the 

percentage expenditure on scientific R & D rad the national income is clearly 

established.    It can also be seen that countries which spend loss than 1 por cent of 

their GNP on scientific R & D are generally underdeveloped and poor.    In the strategy 

of all future economic planning in Pakistan, therefore,  it is proposed to give 

scientific research and development its rightful placo and to deal with it under a 

separate chapter.    In the Fourth Plan period, attempt will be made to prepare the 

infrastructure for tho implement at ion of r. sound scionce policy and to extend the 

results of research already done to the field and factories wherever possible, with 

co-ordinated direction. 
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The main responsibility i>,r ¡jcicr.tific roccarch in Prkist-Tn io at present 

concentrated in six autonomous n -sear'-L  councils! 

1. The Agricultural  Research Councí" 

2. The Medical  Research Council 

3. The Council of Scientific and  Industriel Research 

4. The Atomic Ihergy Research Council 

5. The Council  for Engineering -rid Korke 

6. The Council   for Irrigation and Flood Control. 

Plan, for industrial dcvclopm^ 

In Pakistan,  the production activity of industries, both private and public, 

was greatly hampered by the lr.ck of facilities for research relating to industrial 

materials and processes r.t the Line Pakistan launched ite first five-year plan 

(1955-60).    The plan therefore   provided for the   further development of the 

laboratories of the Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research  (PCSIR), 

with the emphasis on applied rtsearch,  in order that,  1er the most part, the work 

of these laboratories  should consist  of obtaining the results of local  conditions. 

The laboratories engaged -n  industri ci  research aia to be  regarded a* productive, 

functional parts of the  country»s industrial  development   facilities;    and their 

results are to be measured by their direct  effect in improving efficiency and 

increasing industrial  output.    How,ver,   investment in  industrirl research is not to 

be considered as solely the Government«a responsibility,   anoocirtion«. of manufacturers, 

co-operative societies and. individu-1  indu trial firr*  are   u-guî to make a beginning 

in conducting research in matter^  --Í   rp, eial  concern to themj    a study of the 

industrial research organisation:- in P-k intra, roveri.-  that,   ex  in most  countries of 

ABia and the Par East,   industri"!  research nctiviticr hrv,   been sponsored more by the 

government than by private industry,  in B;úU of the   fact that industrial development 

has taken place to  a very considerable  extent  as a re nul     of the  successive fivo-yoar 

plans. 

Pakistan Council of Sclonnfic .yid, Indurtjii?lJle search   (PCSIjJ 

Recognizing that   ccieniii'ie anc tt ehncl">t;ie-.l  rese -.rch   is r vital  instrument   in 

developing the human nnd act- ri;1  n aourecn of a country,   -Jid that  industrial  research, 

is of l'undonental  significane-   in eal - b] i^hin~ the f validation of a sound  industrial 

base,   -nel in accelerating 4ic   eeoinmc growth -A  th,   developing countries,  the 

G*vcmmi:nt of Pakistan  constituí ed 1 he Pakistan Coun il  of Scientific end Industrial 
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Research as an autonoaous body in 1951, with the broad object to initiate,  prcraoto 

and guide  researches in pure nnd applied fields relating to the industrial 

utilization of the raw maturici naourcee of tbc country. 

Tho aias and objecte of the PCSIR arc CM WIO* 
***M""li",l,"—•^•"B"""'*B****'** * Sii S"**W> H—^— SS»^ S> • M •   •—iWWi—h—éMM—!•£• 

(a) Initietion,  promotion nnd guidance of scientific and industrial research 

having a bearing on problems connected with establishment and dovelopnent 

of industries or with my other allied matter referred to the Council by 

tho Contrai Government} 

(b) Establishment or development of national Institutions for research, 

testing and standardisation, with the overall object of utilizing the 

economic resources of the country in tho best possible Banner} 

(c) Making grants-in-aid for specific sehooes at universities asid 

othor research; 

(d) Undertaking and festering developmental research for the utilisation of 

discoveries and inventions resulting from researches of the Council $ 

(e) Establishment and cward of research fellowships in subjects within the 

sphere of the work of the Council; 

(f) Collection mû dissémination of information on scientific and industrial 

natters and the publication of scientific papers, reports and periodicals 

relating tc the activitios of the Council; 

(g) Bioouraging the est-..bli.*heont of industrial resear^ associations by 

various industries; 

(h)    Maintaining contacts with scientific and industrial research organisations 

in ether countries; 

(i)    Make purchases of scientific stores including technical books and journal s j 

(j)    Accepting foes,  donations,  ondownentB and gifts for furthering the 

objects of the Council; 

(k)    Taking out patents and rrrnnging industrial utilisation of rosearon 

processes dovelopod in the institutes and laboratories; 
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(l)    Establishment of libraries, museums,  experimental plantations and 

scientific herbaria in respect of scientific subjects concerning the 

activities of the Councilj    end 

(m)    Any further activities to promote generally the objects of the Council. 

The organizational structure of the PCSIR has undergone a process of re- 

organization in pursuance of one of the ro commendations of the Scientific Cornai ss ion 

and the policies of the Government to provide wider autonomy to the PCSIR and 

increase its impact on the  economic development of the country.    This is also 

refi cot od on the research programmes of the multi-functional laboratories of to© 

PCSIR, located at Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar which together comprise the following 

broad fi elds i 

*•      Karachi Laboratories 

(a) 1.     Physical Research and Testing Division. 

2. Chemicel Research Division, including paints, 

plastics and building materials. 

3. Biochemical Research Division. 

4. Drugs and Pharmaceutical Research Division. 

5. Ihgineering Division with Workshop and Pilot 

Plant  Section, 

(b) fuel and LesotherResearch Centre. 

1. Fuel  Research Division- 

2. Leather Research Centre. 

II.      Lahore Laboratories 

1, Metallurgical Research Division including ore 

dressing and testing of minerals, 

2, Industrial Fermentation and Biologioal Evaluation 

Research Division. 

3, Oils,  Pats and Waxes Research Division. 

4, Glase  and Ceramics Division. 

5, Pood Technology Division. 
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III.      Peshawar Laboratories 

1. Indigenous Drugs Research Division. 

2. Fruit Technology Research Division. 

3. Mineralogical Research Division. 

4. Wool Research Division. 

A Precision Mechanics and Instrumentation Centre with the collaboration of the 

Swiss Foundation has also started functioning in Karachi fro« September I965 and has 

been imparting training in the design, fabrication and repair of precision instruments. 

PANSDOC 

The Pakistan National Scientific and Technical Documentation Centre, in short 

PANSDOC, was established in 1957 with the assistance of UHE3C0 and was placed under 

the aegis of the PCSIR by the Ministry of Education.    The technical servi oes of 

PANSDOC are provided through four units, viz. 1. Document Procurement, 2. Bibliography, 

3. Translation and 4* Document Reproduction.   These sections have specific 

responsibilities for carrying out the jobs in co-ordination and co-operation with 

each other.    It has been catering to the needs of the Scientific Department, 

universities, laboratories, scientific organizations and private parties in the 

fields of the above sections. 

The PCSIR representing the major industrial research potential of the country 

can only meet its responsibilities towards the nation by drawing up programase of 

research which are realistic and which truly reflect,  and are oriented towards the 

genuine needs of the end users, besides becoming fully associated with the following 

objectives of industrial research: 

1. To develop new materials, processes or devices for existing 

or new industries. 

2. To improve the quality of products. 

3*      To develop new uses for existing Materials,  processes or devi oes. 

4. To effect savings in cost. 

5. To prevent and rectify trouble of production or use. 

6. To assist in standardisation. 
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A number of ruMitional  function,  and achievements of the PCSIR can be dealt 

with hur«, to indicate in prr.c measure its significant  contributions in promoting 

the   overall  scientific potenti,! of the  country,  and  in providing ft direction in 

undertaking rf  rmc.-rchci- and investigation.; relating to the economic utilisation 

of th/   raw iwUricl renouretß of th    country.     Sene cf these contributions may be 

»eun  »8  followf ! 

(a) Permanent buildings  ,f laboratories  at Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar, 

have been constructed. 

(b) Stortine from a nil base, a total of over 2,000 scientists and the 

support in,; i-taff -re n M working in the various laboratories of the Council. 

(c) About 400 scholar* have returned from abroad mostly with their doctórete 

degrees in various fieldc and over 100 echolars arc still pursuing 

their studies abroad. 

(d) The Pakistan National Scientific and Technical Documentation Centre 

(PAHSDOC), which ww totr.bliBhcd in V/>b with UHESCO aid,  is now 

internationally recognized aa a regional centre. 

(e) There iß v rUarth  if skilled technicians to meet the growing demands 

of the indurtry and the research organization? in Pakistan.    In order to 

fill   tMs If. run a,   the Council has  established with the assistance of 

the Swine Foundation the Pak-Swise Precision Mechanics and Instruisent at ion 

Centre.    The main function of this Centre in to train talented young 

raen with High Sehrd certificates for a period of three years in precision 

mechanics under the rupervtoion of Swiss instructors.    Pakistan instructors 

have now taken over from their Swiss counterparts.    The first batch of 

twenty-four trainees came out  in August,  1968.    Hostel facilities,  and a 

stipend of RB.Y^/- >r nonth for a trainee,  arc provided by the PCSIR. 

(f) The PCSIR has been financing; specific research projects at th© 

nniveireiticB and   <thcr research centres. 

(g) T*n   PCSIP has,   iron time to tine,   nnd on specific requests,  made the 

service G cf ite  ¿eientißt?    n . technologists available to  industry for 

rendering tichnicrl advice t     improve efficiency, quality of products and 

t<> ennure bitttr utilization of locally available raw materials. 
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(h)    The PCSIR has organized a number of seminars and Workshops on specific 

topics such as leather producta to focus attention on the needs of these 

industries and "bring scientists and industrialists closor together for 

a meaningful collaboration. 

Research and investigations 

As a result of researches carried out in the various laboratories of tho PCSIR 

in the fields of natural products building materials,  drugs,, pesticides,  food and 

nutrition, glass and ceramics, paints and plastics,   fuels, orc-dresfsing and 

metallurgy etc., well over 800 research papers have been published.    In addition, 

patent  coverage has been obtained  for rbout  li?5 processes,  norc  th.-¡n 40 nf which 

have been leased out for commercial utilization.    Nearly 100 industries basod on 

the Council's processes have been established,  resulting in a production of over 

20 million rupoes.    It would be pertinont to make special mention of some of the 

projects which are of long-range character. 

1.      Chlorinated and phosphatic pesticides 

A process developed in the laboratories of the Council deals with the production 

of chlorinated pesticides (Petkolin and Makrelin)  entirely from indigenous raw 

materials.    The actual position in this regard io that large-scale field trials on 

then carried out in association with the Department  of Agriculture have givon 

positive results,  and the laboratory findings have been fully corroborated by the 

world-famous pesticides firms abroad.    The most outstanding feature of these 

pesticides is their extremely low fish and mammalian toxicity  (U) 50 subcutaneous 

10,000 mg/kg as against 20 ng/kg in the case of Bidrin),  combined with highly 

effective pesticidal activity over a broad spectrum.    A pilot plant of half a ton/day 

capacity for the production of Petkolin has already been set up and arrangoaonts 

are now underway in collaboration with a local industry to establish a production 

unit to manufacture the production within the country. 

Investigations on phosphatic and thiophosphatic inseeticido* whioh have little 

residual effects have also been undertaken. 
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2-      Utilisation of agricultural, ttäjtäxrtria^aaics 

The Council has concentrated its attention on „ore effective utilisation of the 

agricultural «id industrial wastes of the country.    A few proces.es and projects of 

economic importée which have been successfully completed arc Hated below: 

Production ¿LJ^^^^LÉS^SSB^iBÁ. 
productsTrojm j-ndp"s\LirA }*?•&$— 
Considerale sucoeïs lis been achieved in the conversion of certain 

industrial wastes into r. ae-rios of dyes and pharmaceutical products. 

Arrangements are underway to establish full-scale production based 

on these,  investifption¿. 

3«      Utilization, of .pig^rfij^rcBourços 

An important activity of the Council pertains to the maximum utilization of the 

minorai resources of the country.    This has been achieved in a number of ways 

involving materials, which arc g,od substitutes for their imported counterparts, 

conversions of minerals  into fine chemicls which would initiate pioneering efforts 

in this field in thr. country.    Particular mention >w her. be made of the work done 

by the Council  in upgrading of lo«-Crade materials which have led to a considerable 

increase in the use of  indigenous re* materials by the glass and ceramics industry. 

4.      Utilization of ¿reteIn ^resources 

The Council has not been oblivious to problems of long-range importance which 

would ultimately hr.v.   an impact on the national econony.    Mention may be »ade of 

investigations for , .ore effective utilisation of protein resources of the country 

in the fora of fish protein concentrât.» and deoderized md dedicated guar seal. 

Considerable work has already be*, done on theee projects and it i«, expected that 

these two projects, which have already been approved by the Government  for the 

establishment ,f pilot  plants, will prove to be a fillip in the acute protsin 

deficiency  in the national diet. 

A large number of problems to noot the deficiency of protoin in the oountry 

are being tackled in th„ Council,   *ch as protein fro., hydrocarbon,  extraction of 

protein, fr.n leaves,   probation of protein concentrate, and «»ino acid, preparation 

for treatment of protein deficiency diseases,  protein hydrolynatcs mixturos, 

enriched starch and cereal  food, from tubers,   rhizomes IH eds etc. 
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5. Building materials 

A number of processes developed by the PCSIR in this  field hrve led to the 

commercial production of several low-cost   milding mc.terir.lB,    A number of industries 

have been established on the br.sis of these processes ?nd with the production of 

building materials there has been c, considerable saving in foreign exchange. 

6. Wood and fruit resources 

Some useful work has been done in this field in the laboratorios of the Council, 

which could be a source of great saving in foreign exchange.    Some of the processes 

which need mention here arc tcrpenelcns orange oil, lomon oil,   canned foods and 

food products and their preservation in fresh and processed states,  citric acid, 

lactic aoid, baker's and edible yeast  from mêlasses and vinegar from guars,   caffeine 

from tea waste, rJ ;v:nG«a  from waste starch resources and invert sugar from sucrose etc. 

7. Medical plants 

Pakistan is endowed wii;b a rich variety of forest wealth, much of which remains 

yet to be exploited.    The Council nor made investigations on a number of locally 

available plants.    "Serpajoalincr, which has been produced from the roots of 

Rouwolfia eerpantino, is an example of this kind.    This drug has a very potent blood 

pressure-lowering agent. 

Further, a systematic study of the indigenous medicinal plants has boon 

undertaken.    For the present,  efforts are being concentrated on the isolation and 

chc.ractorisation oft 

1. Hypotensive agent s | 

2. Anti-cancer agents; 

3. Anti-diabetic agents; 

4. Blood cholestrol-lowering agent«. 

i--.     Leather resources 

The Council has bean instrumental in th« promotion of loathor industry which is 

next to cotton in foreign ¡exchange earning.    Besidos evolving various prooeMe« to 

ni.vatitute imported raw Materiale or produots used by tho tanning and leather 

industries, the Council has boor, as a technical advisory arm of the Export Promotion 

luroau.    It hns also beon offering advice and guidance to the loathor industry in 
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the solution of their operational problems,  in order to improve the quality of their 

products and thus render them more acceptable in the international market.    In 

recognition of the vital importance of this field to the economy of the country, the 

Government has sanctioned a sum of RB^-5 million for expansion of these activities 

into a Leather Research Centre. 

9,      Glass and Ceramics 

The Council's activities in the fields of glass and ceramics have paid rich 

dividends to industry by way of increased production through better technique«, 

improved quality of products, better utilization of indigenous raw materials,  self- 

reliance,  reduction in the cost of production and foreign exchange savings. 

In addition,  the Council's activities have included short-term and long-term 

investigations of oils,  fats and waxes,  ore dressing and metallurgy,  chaaical 

engineering, wool industry etc.    A number of processes evolved as a result of these 

investigations have already gone into commercial production. 

Industrial liaison and extension 

In the initial stages of the development of the PCSIR, considerable stress was 

laid on evolving new processes and products based on the raw material resources of 

the country, and comparatively little attention was paid to the resolution of many 

operational problems faced by the industry.    This was to some extent due to the fact 

that,  in the advanced countries,  this responsibility ìB handled by research 

associations of which there are about fifty in the United Kingdom and to quit« a 

large extent also research centres of vast industrial complexes.    It was later on 

realized, however,  that under the conditions prevailing in Pakistan,  where both th««« 

faciliti«« arc absent,   the PCSIR would also have to shoulder this responsibility in an 

increasingly larger measure through industrial liaison and extension.    The PCSIR ha« 

already made a beginning in this direction, and established industrial liaison oells 

for this purpose in its laboratorios to cope with the demands of the industry in the 

country. 

In order to further strengthen liaison with industry,  liaison cell« have al«o 

been established in the Chambers of Commerce and Industry and Functional Committee, 

comprising scientists and technologists,  constituted. 
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Industrial__oconomie ccJQ, 

This  cell has ri ready started functioning in the Secretariat  of the PC3IR.     It 

is responsible for assessing the  economici' anc1 marketability of the Council's 

processes.     Similar Centres are  also beii%  o established in tk ,¡K. of the laboratories* 

It has Leen realized that  effective utilization of the results of research 

involves ¿lose co-operation between scientista,  technologists,   engineers nnd induGtrial 

economists on the one hand,  and Government  ind scmi-gcvemiaent organizations like 

the Planning Commission, Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation, the 

Investment Promotion Bureau,  the Pakicton Industrial Credit  and Investment 

Corporation,   the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan,   and the various Ministries 

concerned,   on the other. 

In a sense the problem of industrial research and research utilization has the 

following throe aspects: 

(i)    Keeping the scientists and technologists of the research organizations 

by and large on their creative jobs,  way from the managerial worries 

relating to the commercial development of the results of their work. 

(ii)    Integration of pilot plant and esnginecrir^ sectors of activities with 

the Industrial Liaison end Industrial Economics Scctionr, of the PCSIR. 

(iii)    The cloststpossible association of the humrn resources involved 

in the activities under  (i) and (ii). 

It is now a universally recognized fact that,   in order \o bridge the technological 

gap and to hasten the process of entry into an ora of progress after centuries of 

stagnation and foreign domination,  acionco and technology 3hould be placed on a 

proper pedestal in countries of the third world and scientists and technologists 

afforded ever: opportunity to make their contributions for the creation of an 

e'filitarian society.    It vrns in recognition of this fact thai the Government of 

Pakistan recently announced the  creation of thu Ministry of Science and Technology. 

Mr re recently, with a view to bringing about greater unification of scientific offort. 

the Government placed the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, the Agricul- 

tural Research Council,  tho Medical Research Council, the Council  for Housing and 

Works, the Irrigation Rcsoarch Council and certain noient if ic departments of tho 
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Central Government under the administrative purview of the Ministry.     It is hoped 

that  this decision,  which had been waited for many years,  will  have  a salutory  effect 

in quickening the pace oí  research ar.0  of it. utilization for raising the standard of 

living of the common nan. 

The Government  has  recently ^proved the  creation of the Pakistan Science 

Fondation, with the primary   ,hjeci   -f strengthening research in universities and thus 

promoting the healthy growth nf scientific traditions, which would result in the 

provision of financial  support  for well-merited projects.    This would greatly help 

in  improving the quality rf .-ritme,   education  and the  calibre <- f  our scientists, 

thus   «nabling 1,1K:I t,-  moke 0 aUr c. rtrilutirrs  in their clisen  ficldr of endeavour. 

There is a growing realization ef the need for re-organizing our scientific 

research effort  in order to moke it  goal oriented.     It io in recognition of thia 

fact that the Ministry of Science txiC. Technology hos been vigorously pursuing the 

formulation of proposals for the establishment  of mono-purpose institutes with clearly 

defined objectives,  keeping in view the national  requirements and the manner in which 

research and development  could bo harnessed ns  effective tools for the economic 

development  of the  country,    furthermore,   in drawing up these proposals,  efforts have 

been made to ensure the clos ort  liaison with industry and the end users of research 

Chambers of Commerce  and Industry  ana other agencies,  as members of the various 

Committees constituted for the purpose of drawing ur, details of the projects before 

submitting them to the Government  for approval. 

The broad fiel Is of activity proposed  \o "be  covered in Vic future programme of 

the  PCSÏR are natural products,  leather,   lood,  glass ceramics,  minerals,  fuel, 

chemicals,  drugs,   engineering   cotton textiles.     In formulating these proposals for 

the  establishment  of mono-purpose institutes in areas of national  importance,  the 

PCSIR he s given due  consideration to the availability of raw materials.    To cito  an 

example,  indigenous oro?, particularly antimony and iron ores are available as low- 

grod<   ores,  but  remain to be beneficiate.1.      Similarly,  the glas-.,  and ceramics industry 

can receive  a siscpble boost  from improvement   in the quality of cotton textiles to 

compete in the highly competitive  international market end the  improvement  in the 

woollen fibre,   arc  ;<omo  :-f the   -.bjectives f-r which the PCSIR plans to work by 

building up sizeable  research facilities in its mono-purpose institutes. 
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The Oovernment has recently approved in principle the establishment of technological 

research institutes in the following industrial fieldst 

1. Cotton textiles 

2. Fuel 
3. Glass and ceramics 

4. Leather 

5. Minerals 
6. Drugs, pharmaceuticals and tropical products 

7. Agro-ohemioals 

8. Oils and fats 

In addition to these mono-purpose institutes, the following national centres are 

I envisaged! 

I (a)   Pakistan Scientific and Technological Information Centre 

I (b)   Design and Development Bureau 
I (c)   Isstional fngineering and Standards Laboratories 

I Projects for the establishment of these Institutes and Centres have been 

I finalised and are under submission to the Oovernment for processing and approval. 

I Unlike many countries of the world, research endeavour in Pakistan has been 

I almost wholly finsneed by the Oovernment.    It is indeed unfortunate that industrialist. 

I and agriculturists have not come forward in a big way to sponsor research either 

I within their own establishment, or in agencies engaged in research relevant to their 

I fields of interest.   Pakistan could greatly benefit fro« the concept of eo-operati». 

I research which ha. been e.tabli.hed with significant success in Britain and certain 

I luropesm countries where private industry and the Oovernment have become partners la 

I the promotion of research and development in selected fields of endeavour. 

I Such a step would pa* rich dividend, to the. and to the country in the long mi 

I through better utilisation of indigenous resources, improvement in quality of proéuot. 

I end reduction in cost, of production, tmu. opening up the possibilities of eaport «A 

I increased foreign ewhsnge earnings.    Such an approach would al.o ensure more 

I effective utilisation of results of research because of the active involvem.it of tms 

I end-users of research in the •anagement of the research institutes. 
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The development of intorbiate technology assumes ,. rolo of paramount importance 

in . developing country like PsMstan,  » this could led to .otter harnessing of our 

human -d .atrial  resources for the benefit of the  country.    In recognition of   ho 

importance of this field,  the  Winery of Science one, Technol,i;y h,a boon active y 

pursuing proposola for the establishment of a National peering Laboratory and a 

Central Design Bureau .hero prototypes of pilot pl»t. and comercial unita based on 

resulta of research and development caul,' be designed ano fabricated and ultimately 

„ade available to industry for comercio!  exploitation.    As a further step in this 

direction, proposals like the establishment cf industries of .an agency for embarking 
, .   ,    .   •      i . +h    "ov.rni- -t.  b-s^f1 r.n results of research, upon the establishment of industria V,   th. u-vtrru.-.t, 

,   ., -A    n.„*nT ~TV   -o qr  active consideration of the in joint collaboration with the private sector ar«. .1^  f-MlVL 

Ministry. 

The vital importance of strengthening; extension activities in the existing research 

organisation ia being increasingly rocgniscd, ao that the useful wort already 

completed up to a pilot ««e could be exploits on r. commercial scale.    Vigorous 

efforts are called for to create intimóte contacts with the end-users of research in 

industry.    This might   involve  freest   visite to the industrial  establishments and 

might necessitate stays of 2-1 months in order t,   ensure proper orientation of the 

scientists to the needs and retirements .,f industry.    The foremost task before the 

research organisations is te utili«  in a. effective manner the sizable scientific 

„d technological  potential  a!ready built ur by the,:,    It is here that the need fer a 

more purposeful training of the seicntieds te acquaint them with the problem, cf 

national importance,  and the .^rational r,,«*. of indvstry,  assies parlant 

importar.ee.    The need of the   hour is to maXc the scientists more industrial-minded and 

goal-oriented.    By th.. same token, the industrialists should »core more .cience- 

minded and fully utilize tt»   facilities created for thorn by the Ocvemment in it. 

rosearon establishments. 

The need for ?roviding incentive to  the  acicntiets of the country by wr.y of 

«+4»,MìV,   riv scales ~nd congenial conditions nf work iß receiving better emoluments,  rttractiv*. rn.V  --cax«.j    m      «t"" 

the attention of th«   Government      The Minietry of Science and Technology hna 

constituted « Conrntt«,   f  oonMôvr norit• of the pr posais for the creation of 

Scientific Service of PaJcir.t-n. 

It would h,  eect, fror, tit   abovt   facts that the Government  is fully rlive to the 

need  for harness^ eci,nc<   ^ Uchnolo^ «* m instruisent of economic growth,  for 

the  "ro»""iit-  of the   country mfi wcll-bcinß nf its people. 
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PHILIPPIKA 

RECOfT TRHIDS AND DEVELOPKNIT IN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

"•y 

Mrs.  Mapdalenn Aide Tempi? 

Summary 

Government interest in scientific and technological resoarch dates back to I9OI 

when the Bureau of Science, now the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) 

was created.    This scientific body engaged in food,   chemical and biological researches. 

As years went by,  the NIST expanded ite  activities and covered research and development 

projects for industry, tests and standards of products and technical manpower training. 

Ir* IS5C,  Republic Act 206 7 or*»at*d the Nptionel Soigne Development Brerd  (NSDB) 

the highest sciencp policy making brdy in the country.    Th« NSDB directs government 

efforts toward« an integrated,  co-ordinated and intensified research and development 

in science and technology for national progress.    Under the NSDB are various 

implementing agencies 1 

The National Institute of Science and Technology whoso functions are 

mentioned above 

The Philippine Atomic Energy Commission  (PAK) conducts nuclear research 

and development projects on the utilization of special nuclerr materials 

and radioactivo materials for commerci Tí,  industrial, rae.ical, biological 

and agricultural purposes. 

The Forest Produots Research and Industries Development Commission  (FOHPRIISEOIl) 

undertakes researoh on forest-based industries and on the utilisation of wood. 

The Metals Industry Research and Development Contro  (iCRDC) is supported by 

the Government and the private sector.    It renders technical assistance to 

the metals and allied industries and conducts researches and development 

work along this line. 

The National Hater and Air Pollution Control Commission (NKAPCC) conducts 

scientific investigations on the prevention of air and later pollution as 

well as formulating policies and standards, rulos and regulations for the 

guidance of industry. 
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The Philippine Textile Research Institute (PTRl),   jointly supported oy the 

Oovernsient and the private sector undertakes researches for tho textile industry. 

Th. Philippine Coconut Research Institute (PHILCORIN) conduct, research.. « 

coconut production. 

The Philippine Inventor» Commission renders technical and financial 

assistance to inventore. 

The Philippine Science High School  (PSHS) is responsible for the training 

of outstanding students in science and technology. 

In the implementation of its functions, the KSBB in it. formul«iion of a nation»! 

program*« for scientific research and development u.o. the folloni»« guidelines on 

ttCM of priorities! 

I.     Suhstituticn of import. - researches direct«! nt increasing the utilisation 

of indigenous ran materials in the industrie«. 

II.     Expansion of exports - researches directed at upgrading and expanding 

export products to improve the country's dolloj-reserve. 

III.     Product development - researches directed at  economically processing 

agricultural reu materials snd residues into dollar-savin« consumer 

good, and dollar-earning export commodities. 

H.      Science education and promotion - acasurea directed at ensuring a reservoir 

of cosipetcnt scientists end technologists for the country. 

The VSm closely co-ordinates with the Board of Investments, the Sational 

Economic Council, Govornment agencio, and the private sector in the formulation of 

its national research and development programmes.    Results of the scientific and 

technological researches arc cheimcllcd to the rural areas as much as possihle. 

Training of personnel to apply the technical know-how is undertaken.    Tho Govern*** 

is aware of the impact to industry of these scientific results and concerted effort« 

ere hei»g ta*««a for the successful  implementation of these researches. 
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Introduction 

The Philippines, an agro-industri al country of 7,000 island« has a population of 

39,000,000 «id «n rroa of 30,000,000 in he tare«.    Its socio* .eonooic advancement 

depends greatly on the development  of its i ich natural resources,   its r^ricultural 

lands, mineral  deposito, water and gcotheraal  power and the conversion of indigenous 

materials into  industrial ©osgsodities osaontial  to hu»nn needs. 

Science consciousness oould be tr&ced back to our Philippine Constitution, 

Article XIV, which provides that tho policy of the Stcte should oe to prooote 

scientific and technological research raid dcvelopoent, foster invention md utilise 

scientific knowledge as an effoctive instruacrt   for the promotion of national progress. 

In 1901,  act Ho. 156 was passed providing for the estoblishasnt of Oovemoent 

laboratories for the Philippine Islaids.    The Act  established two laboratories.    Tile 

biological laboratory was for research work and reporting in the> causes, pathology 

and methods of diagnosing raid combating disensos of men, animals and of plants ussftal 

t.5 sai and for biological work.    The chemical laboratory was for research activities 

on foods and drinks;    Studien on tho cosposition and properties of guias, resins, drugs, 

herbs nnd other pliant products of coaeercial value;    research studios on soils ami 

fertilisers;    on minerals and ainero-medicinal waters of the Philippine Islands;    and 

for other such chemical investigations. 

Then the Bureau of Science was established «id it absorbed the functions of the 

: biological and cheaical laboratories.   With limited appropriations, this research 

institute be erme the scientific pace-maker in the Par East.    Its science library was 

acclaiaed as the best between San Francisco rsid tho Suez Canal.    Research activities 

[were, however,   liaixod to the biological sciences *nd e few projects on technology. 

The establishosnt of the University of the Philippines on 18 June I9O6 aid the 

National Research Council further enhancod scientific research in the country.    The 

various colleges and schools of the University conducted research studies and 

experiments in various scientific fields. 

The National Research Council was aised at  stimulating research in the 

mathematical, physical, biological «id social  sciences and in the application of these 

sciences to engineering, agriculture, medicine and public health and other useful arts. 
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frï-rtifie and Technological Ad^coments 

The role of science and technology achieved official recognition when in 1956, 

Republic Act 1606 was enacted.    This Act created the National Science Board.    Then in 

1958, Philippine Congress passed Republic Act 206? creating the National Science 

Development Board (Aft),  the highest  science policymaking body in the country.    The 

5SSB 1. charged with the responsibility cf directing the efforts of the Government 

tonare, an integrated,  co-ordinated and intensified research and development in 

.ciance and technology,  foster invention and utilize scientific knowledge as an 

effective instrument for the promotion of national progress. 

The Hational Science Development Board has six principal agencies and three 

associate agencies, namely! 

-   The lational Institute of Scisnc«   and Technology (HIST).    It is ths fomer 

Burst» of Ssisnes established in 1501.    The HIST is chared with the functions of 

undertaking scientific and technological research and of rendering services to 

üiawtry in all aspects of activity except those involving nuclear energy and 

radioactive materials.    The functions of the NIST may be categorised into the 

following broad arcasi    research and development, testing and standardisation, 

docuawntation, evaluation, patents and grants, technical manpower training «ft 

scholarship and industrialisation. 

-   The Philippine Atomic Biergy Commission (PAEC) charge.' with the function of 

promoting and developing atomic energy and its uses in Philippine agriculture, 

.«dicine,  industry and science in general.    Among others, the PAK is empowered to 

establish laboratories for nuclear research ma training!    conduct research and 

devslopamrt relating to nuclear processes and techniques!    theory of atomic energy! 

utilisation of special nuclear materiale and radioactive ant oriol» for oomroinl, 

industrial, medical, biological, agricultural and other useful purposes.    All research, 

of th. PAK ars conducted at the Philippine Atonic Research Centre.   They are gsared 

to the national program»* and tend to be applied-slanted.    They ar. primarily 

directed towards agricultural production, public health end safety and the i^rov«»it 

of local products to enhance their usefulness. 
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-   Th. Por..t Re.earch and Indurrle.   Im.lop»«*   Corion (FORPRIMCOH) 1. 

the M«« agency f* r-««* and development in wood utilisation.    It » 

„trtWH to *. »verán effort of building up the foreBt-ba.„d ^'»">° 

country and it. export trade through maximwr. utilisation of -od a. «11 a. the 

Lor produot. of the fore.t.   Anon« the pronte being undertaken by the 

L»m» « «... o" »•>* «* ^er prod"ctio"'veneer "* pljr"°° -"***"•• 
LiUing, .-*-** and 11»«- »d timber te.Ung, .tudie. to improve and 

prolong tho .ervioe lit« of wood. 

-   Ih. Philippine Textile Research In.titute (PTRI) i. a joint project of the 

ao.ernm.nt and tn. Private textile indu.trial ..Cor.    Thi. project 1. cf great 

.ignificance beeau.. it 1. a pioneering undertaking herein the .ndu.try oono»n.d 

Z~ - ««ve rcl. in tho implantation of the project.    U-l texti e mil « 

contribut. on. p.rc«t of their gre.. Ml- annually to be u.ed for tex i e »M«h. 
v^_ -„/i a+iidifts that would contribute to the locai The PTRI is engaged in researches and studies tnax wouxu 

Z•L JZ material., and improve and/or invention cf textile machinery, 

prece.... and production method, needed by the textile indu.tr,. 

.   Th. Philippin. Coconut Re.earch In.titute (PHILCORIH) 1. the centre of all 

agricultural r...arch on coconut production.    It conduct, .cientific ""«° » »* 
Tve.tig.tlon. on the botanical and genetic aepect. of coconut improvement, etiology 

and control of important put. of the coconut palm,  among other.. 

Th. Philippin. Inventor. Commi.-ion (PIC) i. «gaged in the promotion of 

faciali, - technically a..i.ting inventor, in the development    >« ^ 

prcduoti- of their individual invention, for manufacture and ma«.    Th.^ 

.vid., incentive, to inventor, by giving annually .Loable ca.h award. -.-Ml. 

Low» a. th. »Pr..id„tial »ward, for Invention.« to patented invention, in th. 

Philippin«!. 

The —ociate H enei- of the National Science Development Board are« 
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- The Metals Industry Rcsoarch Development Contro  (MIHDC) is charged with the 

function of rationalizing the growth of the metals and allied industries by providing 

management and technics! expertise and creating the nooded government-private lector 

machinery for the implementation of priority projects.    The MIRDC ie jointly supported 

by the Philippint. Government  and the privato sector of the metals and rJlied 
industries. 

- The National Water and Air Pollution Control Coonisaion  (MiAPCC) was creatod 

to conduct scientific experiments,  investigcttions and research aimed at discovering 

economical and practical methods of preventing water and air pollution;    encourage 

co-oporation among the people in the proper utilization and conservation of water« 

and/or atmospheric air»    develop comprehensive plan for the abatement of existing 

pollution as well as the prevention of new pollution;    issue standards, rules and 

regulations for the guidance of those concerned with pollution, among others. 

- The Philippine Science High School   (PSHS) is the staging area from which 

talented young boys and girls c,m go on to careers in science and technology.    It is 

the first of its kind in Asia.    The school offers r. five-year course and its curriculum 

was set up by experts with no regard for the usual  rules for the course of study on 

the regular public or private high schools.    Bnph.-;siB is placed on science subjects. 

The PSBŒ gives nationwide competitive examinations annually and these are op«n to the 

first three honour graduates fron all public and Government recognised elementary 

schools.    The top I50 suceessful examinees are awarded the scholarship« in til« 
Philippine Science High School. 

Areas of research priorities 

In the implementation of its functions, the national Science Development Board 

formulatod a five year science and technology research prograame, national la «eo¡>« 

and based on the following scale of priorities« 

Priority I - Substitution of imports,    Researches dirocted at continually 

increasing the economic utilization of the nation's agricultural and natural 

resources to meot expanding needs of the population for more má better food, 

clothing, shelter and medicine, including capital goods, vital raw material« aid 

sources of power required by the intensified  industrial activities of the country. 
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I Priority II - Expansion of exports.    Researches directed at continually upgrading 

I   and expanding the nation's export products to further improve the country's foreign 
I   exchange position and,  consequently, the national economy. 

I Priority III - Product develop*«*,    fíosearches directed at  economically 

processing «ubstantial waste products in agriculture and industry inte dollar-saving 
I  consumer goods and dollar-earning export commodities. 

Priority IV - Science education and promotion.    Measures directed at ««uria/ 

for agriculture and industry,  educational institutions and Government agencies, a' 

reservoir of competent scientists and technologists in the conventional and nuclear 
I  sciance. 

Research and davolnpnont protrarrne 

The National Science Development Board is supporting ,a research and development 

programo national in scope consisting of ptoperly selected and co-ordinated research 

project, in the fields of agriculture and natural resources, industry and engineering, 

medicine and allied sciences,  food and nutrition,  social science and invention*.    The 

| program provides grants-in-aid to individual scientista, Government and private 

research and/or educational institutions and the private industriel sector, according 
to the established system of priorities. 

The industrial and engineering research progrjane 

The industrial and engineering research programme is focused to meet the 

expanding needs of industry, engineering a-id trade and ultimately assist in the 

overall research and developoont efforts for nation building. 

In the formulation of this programme and in the establishment of priority areas, 

close collaboration and co-ordination with the Board of Investments, the National 

Economic Council, Government and private agencies and the industrial sector and other 
research institutions is established. 

Ths following is the set of criteria for priority area, in industrial and 
engineering research t 
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1. Socio-economic impact to the country 

2. Availability of raw materiale 

3. Statua of research in the area 

4. urgency of research 

The Board of Investments is the Government agency charged with the implementation 

of two laws - Republic Act 5186 or the Investment Incentives Act, and Republic Act 5455 

designed to achieve national economic development, away from overcrowded and light 

finishing types of industries into intermediate and capital goods produotion. 

Republic Act 5I86 expressly welcomes and encourages foreign capital to establish 

pioneer enterprises which are capital intensive and which utilize substantial amounts 

of domestic raw materials in joint ventures with Filipino capital. 

The BOI prepares the Investment Priority Plan which is the basis for the évaluâtia 

of industrial prelects for registration giving emphasis to ospitai goods and 

intermediate goods industries and encourages export-orient ed dollar-earning projects. 

The National Economic Council serves as the national centre of the Government 

to assist the President of the Philippines in the formulation of ¿he guiding plans 

and broad policies with regard to economic and financial matters. 

Researches on the utilization of abundant indigenous raw materials and residues 

for the production of substitutes for imports as well as the development of exportable 

manufactures, new processes, materials, techniques and the adoption and application 

of methods for quality standard industrial products for local and foreign market, 

exploration of the physical and chemical properties of locali., available raw materials 

and the possibilities of producing from these materials basic and/or intermediate 

imported products, in the development of new industries are given prime consideration. 

The engineering research projects are focused in the development of the followingi 

1. Mineral bénéficiât ion, metallurgical and chemical processes for 
local materials; 

2. Food processing of abundant Philippine fruits, fishes end other 
seasonal foods; 

3. Improvement of the design of facilities and structure on irrigation; 
4. Flood control and drainage; 
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>5 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Develops of means of deriving power,  fuel Md Water froja availftWo 

pourcos for urban and rural areas; 

Improvomont of the quality and dovslo¡»«rt of new engineering 
construction mat criais ; 

Development of methods of fabricating sclontific indents, 

engineering equipment and nachinory using local rw «tortali,    and 

The development of now material, to throve the efficiency of 

transportation and communication facilities. 

Some of the research projects presently eupportod by the ottonai Science 
Development Board under this category are* 

- The development of «oothomal fields as sources of power and for indutrial 

purposes.    The geothermal project in Tiwi in the province of Alboy i. now in th. 

comercial exploitation tage.    The geothemal field, in Tongonsn and Burauen, 
Leyte Province arc r>eing studied for power utilisation. 

- The converoion of numerous packaging and assembly industries into full 

capacity manufacturing concerns.    Included here are research projects cm th. 

development of shipping containers and crates for fruits md venables,    soil ceaont 

research for low-cost housing vhich is aimed to assist in solving the housing probi 
in the rural areas. 

- Products standardization studies and the development of quality control 

devices aimed to protêt consumers, open new «d stable market, fer Philippin, products 
as WAII as expand local industries. 

- Solar salt project directed towards solving the ahortage of industrial .alt 

particularly the need, of salt-based chemical industries and to miniatse the 
importation of industriel salt. 

- Studies on the performance of an integrated system of copri, drying «d charcoal 

production and the industrial utilization of coconut coir dust, a warts in coir fibre 
nanufacture. 

- Applied and development el studies in the primary metal industries, the 

chemical, pulp, paper and cottage industries, textile and food technology. 
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- Studies on net hods of controlling air and water pollution emanating from 

industrial factories and other sources. 

- Studies on the bénéficiât ion of lcoai. raw meteríais to utilize the country1 o 

substantial mineral resources. 

- Research studies on chemical derivatives from coconut oil and other indigenous 

oils for the chemical,  cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries. 

- Assistance to projects and activities relative to the promotion and develop- 

ment of inventions by Filipinos through financing to push through the patenting of 

meritorious work by applicants as well a3 the promotion of said inventions and their 

marketing and financing aspects. 

- Extensive surveys of minerals,  forest, water,  fishery, goothormal powor, 

petroleum, gas and nuclear raw materials to establish a reliable and accurate source 

of information en the national patrimony for ro3caroh and development planning. 

Co-ordination with private industry 

Industrial research activities are undertaken by Government agencies, universities 

raid research institutions.    The industrial private sector with the exception of big 

ones, are much dependent on Government assistance and arc adamrntly investing 

for rescrrch 

The USE© co-ordinates, plans and programmes research projects with the private 

sector with the end in view of eventually helping them solve problems of industry. 

Besults of scientific as well as technological researches are carefully studied 

on ite techno-economic feasibility and applied to the rural areas.    The application 

of this technical know-how is done by training first the people with the proper 

methodology until  such time as they are able to apply it by themselves.    Technically 

trained personnel arc sent to teach the people.    The Philippine Government  is very 

much aware of the impact to industry of these results and thus concerted efforts oro 

being made to bring about the succcan of the research and development progracaac. 
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SRI LiNKA 

THE CEYLON INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH - 

ITS ROLE IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

by 

Solonon Fcdric Laurentius 

The overall objective of the creation of the Ceylon Institute of Sciontific and 

Indu8trial Research by the Government in May 1955 es an autonomem organization follow- 

ing on the World Bank Mission report on Economic Development of Ceylon, was to 

further Ceylon's productivo development  through applied WHrch and technology. 

The acceptance by Government  for xhe need for such an organization implied that the 

Government was alive to the fact that  indigenous science and technology has to play 

an important role  in the industrial development  of the country. 

Seventeen years later it has become very apparent that the mero creation of 

such an organization was not a guarantee that  science and technology would be 

effectively used for industrial  development.    If we accept the broad definition of 

science as the means of understanding nan's environment end that technology is the 

means of using such knowledge,  then it must follow that science md technology are 

necessary for industrial  development.    It would not be possible to  conceive of 

incroaRCF in production or to make such productive increases cumulative or self- 
sustaining without  science and technology. 

In setting up this institute the Gove nment also accept d that there is a 

fundamental need to build up local  scientific capability so that we would have the 

capacity to define,   analyse and solve our problems.    It also accepted the thesis that 

while there is a vast stock of world scientific and technical knowledge, there arc 

still larger gaps in scientific and technological areas of particular interest to the 

developing countries.    These are important to us and to our economy but have no 

relevance to the political and economic objectives of the advanced countries.    Unless 

wo have the scientific capability to solve our own problems, they are not going to 
te solved by others for us. 
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Unfortunately the  establishment  of a nucleus - for that  is really what CISIR 

was  in 19"? 5 - for developing' this scientific and technological  capability made only 

a limited impact    n industrial development.    Au has been demonstrated, much more 

than an applied research institute-  in required  for the application of science and 

technology te development.    There hr.s to be a perceived need for inputs of science 

and technology and. complementary inputs must be e, ve "-, •/.e' and  institutional 

conditions must be created for this purpose. 

In the developed countries,  many of the consumer goods which aro marketed today 

were unheard of even ten years ago.    These arc chiefly products of science based 

industry such as the communication industry, drugs,  industrial  chemicals and foods, 

to mention juet  a few.    There  is thus a perceived relation between application of 

science and technology anc1 advances in the standards of living of the people as well 

as increased profitability to the manufacturers.    There is thus a perceived need 

for the application of science and technology for better and cheaper products end 

higher outputs.    Management of such enterprises arc alwayo on the lookout for such 

opportunities». 

In our country,  the "noeáí;  for science and technology on a continuing basis 

has rarely taken the form of a comercial demand coming from either the individual 

entrepreneur or the public industrial  corporations.    Practically all our technology 

as well as our know-how is imported,   and even with this imported technology,   it has 

become difficult  fer "ur industrialist £ to operate efficiently in view of the largo 

number of outside  constraintr« within which these enterprises have to be operated. 

Even though wt are not   inquiet cd  frnn the • -oration of the l: demonstration effoct1' 

the urge to innovate  and introduce te cimo logic al changes for better products is 

hamstrung by the non-av.-.ilrbility ri capital and foreign exchange. 

If there is this lack of organic cohesion between local science end technology 

md its application in industry,  then it is only if the planning bodies seo a role 

for science and technology in the development «¡fiori, that a need for science and 

technology would be manifest.    An with many planning bodies,  economiste are dominant 

in formulating development   »lana and policies in Sri Lanka.     Because of their trainisi 

planners and others associatoci with them often find it difficult to conceive the 

rolo of science and technology in development.     More so, because it is difficult to 

meatjure results of the  application  of science and technology to industrie*   develop- 

ment  in a developing country in terms of inputs and outputs. 
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/mother drawback it; that the need for science and technology cm only be 

perceived if r long-tcra perspective view of development  is taken,  as the «pay out'- 

of riuch research and development  expenditure  ia only realized aftor c  long tlnc; 

This means that the "present need-  for research and dcvelopnont is only capable of 

Leing satisfied over a long^tcnn pirn.    It  rehires faith - end more than faith, 

confidence,   in the ability of local scientists, to  eopousc the concept that indijenoua 

science and technology can accelerate economic development. 

The Institute cene into being in 1955 against r. background of an emergent 

industrial sector - both ¿tate and private.    A» wan the pattern in taoat developing 

countries,  industrialization was conceived in terras of import substitution «aid took 

place entirely through import of capital embodied technology as well a? of ••know- 

how».    The Institute had no signifiant role to jlay in establishing these new 

technologies.    At that point of tine, there was no '¡perceived" need for indigenous 

science and technology either b,y the State,  planners OT the private i*t repreneur. 

While this process of traniforaction of our economy was taking place through 

imported technology and know-how, the local personnel available to nan indueti-y at 

all levels of nanagcoent  and skills were comparatively untrained.    However, the 

Institute was staffed with the best qualified personnel available,  even though the 

numbers were «nail,  enfi, was therefore -ble to provide speciali* servicee in some 

instances, or provide personnel trained in the application of scientific methodology 

who could analyse raid solve or aa-.ist  in the solution of problecs arising in the 

implanting of this new technology.    Thus in its formative years, the Institute was 

able to service industry with rccc-rtanco Vt not act tus r catalyst for induatrial 

development which was the overr.ll objective of establishing the Institute. 

The next decade turned out to be a difficult err, for the Institute.    Handicapped 

by the non-availability of funds cr inadequate funds, the Institute was un ab lo to 

keep abreast of industry in developing eithor centres of excellence required to serve 

key sectors of industry or to recruit and trrin staff in adequate number« to keep 

pace with the development of industry,  both in the public and private sectors.    The 

need for training of staff was accepted by nwny of the ,sbir   ravi »ediuB-seale 

enterprises, but where technological changes were required, the organizations once 

again turned to the foreign source for such assistance.    By ¡nd lar^c,   industry tended 

t". become "self-sufficient-  in turne of skills while technology was obtained at a 

price.    This resulted in industry moving away from the Institute. 
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Over the period of the  last  sixteen years ,   the Institute was gradually pushed 

into a role of passivity  in the  industrial scene.     Vith successive changes of 

governments,  the Instituto had to keep changing its role.     It was difficult  to lay 

down a planned programme of  expansion and s caff training as tue Institute did not 

have the necessary finances  to  support such programmes.    Perforce,   such expansions 

were sporadic and not sustained.    The Institute played no part in formulating 

industrial development plans,   and though the Government did provide the funds for the 

Institute,   there wa3 no conscious effort on the part of the policy makerB to  integrate 

the Institute with development.     Local industry was also afforded a large measure of 

protection which tended to minimize the value of science and technology to the 

entrepreneur as a means of brinring about cumulative production increases and improving 

product quality.    Lack of competition and working at  low levels of production capacity 

were additional factors which made the entrepreneur oblivious to the need for science 

and technology in keeping abreast of technological advances. 

A further factor that  tended to isolate the Institute from the development scene 

was that the Institute's programme of work was conceived and planned by its own staff. 

Of necessity this programme may,   at times,  have been out of kilter with national 

priorities.    It has,  however,   all along endeavoured to fulfil the objectives embodied 

in the Act - Appendix III  (see page 72), but  it has never been possible to adequately 

cover all the areas specified due to scarcity of resources.    Ifach of the work undertaki 

by the  Institute has been of an applied nature in the areas of our local resources,   in 

keeping with one of our objectives,  but this in itsolf did not impose  limits on the 

breadth and depth of our scientific attack.    we were convinceu that if our work was 

not to become pedestrian and in the long-term,   largely sterile,  there had tc be a firm 

association of applied investigations with that of a basic scientific character. 

It would be as well at  this point,  to touch on some of the work of the Institute. 

Investigations into tea,  rubber and coconut have boen undertaken with a view to 

obtaining new products or establishing new processes in these areas.     The laboratory 

work and some of the pilot plant work on production of instant tea from green leaf 

was carried out in the C1SIR  laboratories.    A carbonated tea beverage is in the 

process of being commercially manufactured.     Pilot  scale trials are being carriod out 

on a process of extraction of coconut oil from the wet  coconut moat.     Formulations 

for various rubber compounds  have been worked out  and supplied to manufacturers.    The 
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use of grafted rubber latex in the production of emulsion paints ha* also been 

established.    The Institute has also  carried out  factory trials using rubber wood in 

pulp production for paper.    It is also developing a later, rubber based adhesive for 
uso in the plywood industry. 

A progrrjnme of investigation and study into the composition and production of 

essential oils from locally available materials has got under way      Using the data 

obtained from composition étudies, the Institute has been able to assist local 

distillers to market nn improved quality oil, while the study of distillation 

equipment has rcultcd in the design of an improved still  for this purpose. 

In addition to investigational  studies,  the Institute providee a testing service 

for both Government and private industry.    A wide variety of manufactured goods 

raid raw materials are tested in the laboratories for conformity to specifications. 

This is a much appreciated service rendered to industry by the Institute. 

Many public corporations have cone to the Institute with ad hqc problems facing 

them.    In cases such as the Parathan Chemicals Corporation and the Oils and Pats 

Corporation,  the Institute was able to provide solutions to their problems.    The 

private sector has also been provided with assistance over some of their production 

problems.    But at best,  they involved changes in techniques and noi  changes in 
technology. 

Even though the Institute has operated under many constraints, it has endeavoured 

to discharge its responsibilities to the country as bes+ it could.    Government has 

been aware of some of the institutional -1 ,rtco¡r.inf..:•  and dec ded to invite a Urn 

cf Soviet scientists to report on the reorganization md development of the Institute 

during the letter part of 1970.    It may be pertinent to quote hero n relevant extract 
f the report. 

"But the existing prrctice of Pl-lining scientific research in CISIJ?,  limited 
and non-permanent financing,  shortcoming in organizational structure, relative 
soantiness of scientific porsonnel as well an weak links of the Institute 
with planning bodies and industry lead to such a situation that CISIR is 
unable to provide  for the solution of problems raised by the developing 
economy of the country.'1 

The Soviet team m?de a number of proposals directed towards  increasing the 

effectiveness of the Institute in assisting industrial development. 
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Instttutionftl ¿¿reposale t 

1. Cretti"-!! «f P. Rcsi,irch Planning Council t-> serve as » advisory body to the 

Director of the Institute    all Peeti *n hcurf« would be raeubeif *>f the body sc 

veil  as 3cir-ntists   f¿"~n "utrM:.- th    Tr:rtttutu 

2. The Institute is n^w organized .n n functional mû scientific discipline basis 

with pro Tie ion fir ecttin^ up :f pr'jvct  ttv» whcr<  wrrrrnted.    This 

organize tional ¡structure sh mid continue mû ft «uni-r of new «action« «hould 

be createci - Appendix I,   (y>-vt   ?0). 

The scientific ene1 ancillary staff should be incroasod fren it» pre««»t strength 

of 132 (69 scientific ana technical Mid 6} ijncillwy} to 344 {214 scientific and 

technical and 131  ancillary «teff) over the next three year«. 

4.      Ti-ainiBf 

The Institute should be given, upon it» reefuest, the required number of umettici©« 

granted to Ceylon "by various countrlcB md fortini universi*te» «t the expense 

of international scholarships -md funds by specialities in line with «mjor 

research activities of CI3IK. 

The present  floor apf.ee available to the Institut« for &11 it« Activities i* 

41,500 sq.ft.    It  is reewnene'ed thft additional floor «pace of 50,000 sq.ft. b* 

provided for the increase in 3t»ff and facilities. 

6.      Fund» 

It was reconnendod th-vt  in the first year ^f inpleaantation *>f the reeoapeiidfttiOB« 

the Institute should be provided with Rs.7.5 million, with Äa.9-10 aillion in 

the next year end Rs.9.5-10.5 niilim in the third year.    For the purpose of 

further development  of the Institute,  it  is >5dvisabic, beginning fro» th« 

third yonr,  to increaJt the nnnuol volunc cf financing by 7-9 per cent providing 

for outstripping the development ef CI3IR in eoopariaon with th« increase of 

OKP of Ceylon. 
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7.    SMBKRIBS* 

Lonf-*«r« má shcrt-tera planning it scientific research should be done in close 

inUr-Conn#*i<mwith the rlwminc of the national economy.   The five year plan 

ef scientific reseereh «houle be bastd up^r. the five year plan of national 
cconooic developeent. 

Oevstwaeat has &ec«pt«á these rceemtandationa «ad SOBC of Mm ere being 

ivpl««*««!.    Rwrttitiswit of scientific staff has begun, while plans are toing mad« 

f )r provisi*« of nm buildings.    Howivcr, due to the stringent financial situati«! 

facing th« cowitry, it is doubtful whether the expansion program« wmàâ be 

curried through within a three yt¿mx prriod as recomendad. 
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ÏMAh f?l;/,'-Ts •fo.Qiji 

1955/11^6 

1956/5? 

1951/50 

195C/59 

1559/60 

1960/61 

196l/i2 

lf«2/63 

1913/64 

1964/65 

i%5/6& 

19*6/67 

19É0/6f 

1969/70 

197©M 

1972 

lf?3 

#• » • • 

*•• •• 

•'••*• 

*»•»• 

• • • • • 

US!?» 'ii-nt .L.fiMt«s 

ft». lt0C0,0O0/~ 

Um. 1,000,000/- 

EM« iteo£,ooe/- 

fc». l»000,000/- 

»s. 1,000,000/» 

»il 

{?». ?5O,Ü0ü/- 

ff Í5 # 750,000/- 

M«. 7«il,2Çô/. 

Ru» 750,900/- 

R«. 750,000/- 

in« 2, SOB, 000/» 

»». 2,000,000/. 

R». 2,000,000/.. 

k#. 2,00% 00©/. 

AS« 2,000,ooo/. 

te* 4,600,D00/- 

R»« 5,5fl,OOC3/- 



APPENDIX III 

Tho  object:;  cf  tho  Institute .ihr..11 to ~ 

a) to undertake   u^-ii-c.   ir.vcoti^tion .-.ná   n-c-archu* in «ueh 

«nnner na  »he  Instituí-e jr,r.y  doom adviMiblo  v;j th   the   object 

of improving  the  ti.ehn.isiU   procer;,^ nnd methods  ur.od  in 

industry, cf âinccvarinr, r•o«socc f.nd nctheda which ttt.y 

promote  the oxpane*on of cxiatim-:  or tho ùivcJopmont of 

new industrio::  or  tho  tetter utilisation of wwtc  products. 

b) To ndvipc OJ-. «juostio,;:. of scientific :;nd   technologic«! 

»attera uffcetile  thv utili.ar.tion  of  thfc  naturnl  rcoourcoe 

of Cuylon,    tho  Jovclor.v.nt of bor industri«*,  nnd   the 

proper co-ordination and   employment of scientific research 
to  thon o entîfc; 

c) to footer the training of research rorkerc; 

á)    to  foster tho ooUtliehrscnt  of nnaocifcliona of  pcreona 

engftged  in in'lüotry for the  papos, a cf cerrylne  out 

scientific i! -t induwtrial  r©.-.o< -eh; 

c5    to uiidfcriokc or  to  collab.irete in  the preparation, 

publication and  dicserunr.tion of vi.-.-r-ai  technical 
information; 

t)    to eo-cr*rot* with tît partant a of covora^nt, universitioe, 

technical collies and other bodJoD ii. order to proaolo 

ociontific and mduatrinj  research  end  tho  trainine of 

invontie-itoro in puro «nd oivliod acHncc 'mi of  technical 

exports,   crsftauen and firtit^nsi f-.nd 

ff)     to assist othr-ruint   in   the   .W.nco^nt oi   ucionti.fic and 

inductrial rc-firrh  r.nd  tech.nJ uni   trnininfr. 
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THAILAND 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Tab Niianidhi 

the lTT\*l a deVel0PÌng C0Untly haE been Pr0m0ting indUStrial *^11—t under 
the indurai Potion Act since 1S62.    ^ to the si,e of the loca! market on 

which »est of the industries are based,  the majority of the industries are of small- 

scale , Ubour-.ntensive type.    Very few industries are considered to be of economic 

re;    °Perati0n in the COnCept °f «« «« industrially developed countries and a 
l-i ed number are export-orient ed.    On the other hand, with about 35 million population, 
the increaBe ratft of demand8 for con8uraers products have tóvtoced far ^e 

industrial growth a*d the unbalanced trade consequences are inevitable.    I„ reCent 

uZd 'TT?'  COnSÌderable attenti0n *" *« «i- to the need to promote «* 
upgrade the industries to a more satisfactory level,    Tbe need to create and transfer 

modern technology to the expanding industries is thus of paramount  importance which 
represents no snail task for this country. 

Applied research activities in Tha-iltmrf 

It has been generally accepted that  scientific research which i, meaningful for 

a developing country in national  development value is the applied and industrial 

research.    The more fundamental research for the advancement of science is best left 

in the hands of the academic scientist.    Ine applied search activities in Thailand 

are operating at the Applied Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand which is a 

Government Agency,  and,  to some extent and in limited fields,  at the Science 

Department of the Ministry of Industry.    Some specialized development work but 

somewhat fragmented is undertaken in several Government departments.    Specialized 

research and development facilities in the field of pulp and paper have been set up 

at the Department of Forestry,  end in agro-industry particularly concerning vegetable 

oil at the Department of Agriculture.    The Ministry of Industry has also established 

a textile centre dealing with some work on textile processing but mainly focusing 

on training of industrial pers nnel.    Some applied engineering research is conducted 

at the Asian Institute of Technology.    With few large-scale industries based on turn- 

key operation,  and a large number of small-scale industries,  there has been no 

significant research and development facilities in the private industrial sector. 



The implied Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand 

The Applied Scientific Research Corporation was net up in I96/- as a multidisciplinar^ 

research organization and as en autcnomour Government Agency.    The establishment and 

operation of this institution han been acicted by the Unit.vi' Hâtions Industrial 

Development Organization   (UÎTIDO) under the United Kations Development Programme, 

The broad objectives of this organization are to conduct and apply research in science 

and  t,.;rhrj \  - y with a view to utilizing national  resources for the economic and indus- 

trial developiafmt of the country,  and to provide scientific services to the 

Government and the public,  notably in the are?.s of scientific documentation, instrument 

repair and calibration and metrology. 

Since its inception,  the major effort  at ASRCT has been devoted to research on 

adaptation of foreign technology for local application and considerable attempt has 

been exercised to co-ordinate its activities with those of the Government departmental 

The areas of research so far initiated cover chemical technology,  food industry, 

minerals and metals, "building industry,  agro-industry and environmental engineering. 

Sine,  as stated earlier,  there v« r.o research activity undertaken by the industry, 

there io a wide scope for the ASRCT in opportunities for industrial  consultancy 

Mid some contract research hae already been undertaken. 

Funds for the ASRCT research are provided largely in the forra of Government 

grant  although it has been poecible to secure some contract fee« through industrial 

sponsored research. 

Problem of ^echnolo£yt traruffejr 

Several years ago when the need for applied and industrial research in developing 

countries was recognized,  establishment of research institutions in several of these 

countries was considered a logical ctep in the right direction.    In most cases, such 

establishment has been supported by one or the other international aid programme. 

The outcome of such action, however, has proved to be a formidable task and several 

factors involved which govern the varying degrees of success are found in different 

countries.    Some of the experiences gained in the implementation of the programme 

of eatablishraent of applied research in Thailand may be considered in comparison with 

those of other developing countries. 

• 
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A.     Problems at the organization level 

The need for autonomy in the ASRCT police' was recognized at the early stage 

when the feasibility of the proposal for establishing the research institution was 

accepted.    The policy for the ASRCT is set up by the Board under the framework of the 

legislation guidelines approved by the Cabinet. 

The Chairman of the   Board who acta as the Chief Executive or Governor of the 

Corporation implements the policy laid down by the Board in the management and control 

of the operation. 

Since the establishment of ASRCT, the activities heve spread over a wide area of 

interests as permitted under the broad legislation.    Of the total staff of nearly 

400, the number of graduates classified as the scientific service officers is about 

40 and that involved in research activities is about 120.    Of the research category, 

about 20 are considered to be professionals with Ph.D and/or M.Sc. degrees with few 

years of practical experience.    Thus the widespread activities of the ASRCT and thinly 

distributed professional staff have exerted considerable constraint on the planning, 

budgeting and operation of research cf programmes.    A need for concentrated efforts 

on limited lineB of activity for effective resulto is therefore a necessity in the 

Alture plan. 

Assistance from overseas mainly by UNIDO under the united Nations Development 

Programme, and some from other sources, has been provided to ASRCT during the past 

eight y tars.    The assistance in the form of equipment and expert services has been of 

great value in those formative years while the resources and research capabilities 

of the local staff are limited. 

Results shown by the examples in Thailand and in other countries and the general 

consensúa of opinion today suggest that an institutional assistance by a well developed 

sister organization, coupled with facilities for co-ordinated training programme is 

by far the most effective means of establishing applied research capabilities in a 

developing country.    It can only be hoped that more attention be given in this 

direction by the international aid agencies. 
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One of the major problems found at ASRCT is the inability to develop adequate 

manpower with skill in leadership in research and in development work.    Results of 

laboratory research have therefore accumulated,  awaiting development and productive 

transfer to application.    In the absence of institutional type of assistance as 

stated earlier,   an on-the-job training erri only be acquired through arrangements 

with overseas contres preferably under aid programme.    This  remark further 

emphasizes the need to recognize that a realistic programme to build up research and 

development capabilities in local personnel is an essential  part of any pita» to 

establish a viable applied and industrial  institution in a developing country. 

"&•       fTPyQ-ßßß. -a"t  the PJ||eX&tjtpn level 

It is true to say that one of the preliminary steps in setting up a research 

organization to  promote industrial development through consultancy service is to 

identify the needs of the industry.    In c. situation where industrial development is 

in the early stage and ther<~  are no national guidelines for the development as was 

the case of Thailand when ASRCT began, the task of establishing an institution with 

appropriate research facilities is not so  easy.    Furthermore, ASRCT was set up to 

serve both the Government and the private sectors.    Hence,  many of the research 

programmes initiated were of the in-house nature.    The apparent lack of action to 

rationalize research programmes and to demónstrete effective results in tangible 

form has been one of the reasons which retard recognition especially by the Govemnent 

sector, of the role of ASRCT in the application cf science and technology to national 

development plan.    Rationalization of research activities and strengthening of the 

development component,  compatible with financie. 1 end manpower resources of ASRCT is 

imperative in the immediate future. 

Rcceptivoncss of the industry to new technology and practice has also been 

mother problem.    Bearing in mind that most of the industrial products are intended 

for the local consumption and as long as the manufacturers have to compete in price, 

not  BO much in quality,  improved technology and practice based on both the criteria 

would always find it hard to get accepted.    Thai industrial   standards of quality now 

being introduced,   import substitution of some products which require Government 

protection of some   kind,   ar.d some export  possibilities would in the years to come 

induce the local   industry to  accept modern technology and enjoy benefit in the 
services of ASRCT. 
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Seme of ASRCT_^}J^^T^ 

«-*. ar, often Me b, tectaold«. thc, Kwril jm ^ niedKi       <rtrt 

. •»h o^»i»tl«.    Thl. t. „1|Çhl, cfortln* for Bcl„,l3U ^ not 

appr.cl.tod by „any ta*-trtrtlrtl md bu,l„c.s„o„.    To . irtat ortai1   mch roBaifc> 

may be trac for the carly day. „f „„do^,  ln thc .^^ ^^    ^ 

»»tri., today, ho.«.,,   hoy. 1«« „ benefit  fro. thcK ,„ly ,clenMfic ^ 

dl.cov.rle. «, ,o «dapt the forcl*, technol.sy for loon! .ppU„tlon.    ^„^ 
boar, no „corion to thl. tmmì develop.«,« pnttcm.    fc ^ rf ^ 

.horteo.!,*, m th. „tabulent of «**.   It h,, b.e„ poMlbU to produce 00.0 
results and n fm 3,ay be clte<j# 

On. „f the aoM.ve.ont. 1. 1„ the application of pulp and p„pcr technology to 

irovn widely 1» th. „.rthectem p„rt of ThniaiKd-    ^ projcct is dcsiiiiod to # 

PU P of .rltln* paper .rade at , rate of 1,0 to•. ?cr „ay a*, i. ba..d . labopKto„ 

and „111 te« recuit, and crtcn.ivc »concie feasibility .tudy.    The Î20 .un« 

Invehen, lo „« »a«. flnMclta „ti0tlatlOT1 fM lM,,lclMn„tion_    ^ it hM 

b.« tao« for several year, that leaf can bc «de Into pulp md p.por, the pro.... 

h«.only „eon developed for . Indurrla! ,c,.lo operation for the flrrt ...c by 

«*.    Ik. national benefit of thl. project  1. expected ,0 be .bout tlO .illlon per 
year of isport substitut Ion. 

Another „„pjo 1. in th. arc. of food technology «her. en ^«nt ta, boon 

-*. -1th . local cp^ to apply th. „.»It. of the laboratory work on evaporad 

»Ilk product to Indugiai .cale .anufacture.    Thl. application of r..oarch final«« 

1. ..footed to oavo the cowrtry about 52.5 millim per year of iaported adored .11*. 

A local manufacturer of LPO ,toel container. al.o 1»«« by ,h. teohnlcal 

»M«. fro. ASKT «d ha. boon able ,0 export to . «*. of centri.. «,_., 
•» •* Billion paat &naus>. 

In the pharmaceutical fi.ld,  a p^ces. for th« nmufacturt of rmu^olfia t.blts 

h- been established .„ed on indiqua rau-oHia roota.    Th€ proc«. has been adopte, 
by the Government Phamaceutical Oreani»atiim  frt»> ,»<«-.— •   i 81 vrganiiation ior coraiercxal acale manufacture valued 
at 120.000 per annum. 

These arp gone of the examples «fcich kñmc*P K« *^-»    *.,    * *o.^i«^ iraicn AüHCT haa been able to achieve in recfent 
years.    Laat but «t  lea.rt  is the ability for ASHCT to advise on numerous occaaion. 

to the Thai Board of Invest*«*.  Industrial Finance Corpcrirtion of Thaxland, Stonai 

econome and Develop«^ Co^ittee and other Government  acencies. 
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VIET-NAM 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH CENTRES  IN DEVELOPING- COUNTRIES AND VIETNAM 

by 

Le Trong Muu and Phung Huu Tan 

Recently, quality control of industrial products and industrial researoh have 

become important  in developing countries and have been considered one of the buie 

needs for industrial development.    Therefore, in parallel with capital investa«* 

innovation,  developing of laboratories and industrial research centres should be 

strongly regarded in developing countries. 

I.     The rol.e_.and tjhe^roblerae of thejreeearch institute 
¿Ji_il^us£r¿al^rpjrth^^ 

The industrial  research institutes and applied research centres in developing 
countries are expected: 

- To be aggressive interpreters  and adaptore of technology needed for 
industrial development. 

- To establish and maintain an institutional capacity to undertake a 
wide variety of technical problem-solving. 

- To have the staff who will identify and anticipate industriel 
technological needß. 

But,  in reality, the reeearch centres in developing countries have their own 

problems and difficulties.   Generally,  these problems are as follows: 

- Shortage of modern research institute management  skilîs. 

- Shortage of scientists and advanced technicians. 

- Limit of experience in acquisition and diffusion of available foreign tecnologi] 

- Lack of internal project  evaluation and fiscal controls. 

" ai°ïi°f !Ppf°priate »echanisiM for technical assistance to medium and small industry. ««**«* ««» 

- Lack of future plan. 

- Lack of promotion and development programmes. 

- Operating only in a certain united field. 

Because of the3e defects, the research centres are usually incapable of pur8uinf 

the expected programs developnent  activities, or prepared to evaluate those cultural, 

social,   economic and political factors which are a necessary part of the technology 
transfer process. 

Hoi 

im 
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In consequence, there is „0 close interaction between industry anH 
institute-.   The attitude of natio*.! ! „ industry and research 
. follows: " ^ *"* "^ '"*»**«• - * f-eralised 

- Industry lacks confidence in the abilitv nt   ,.-«     v   •     . 

the service» provided by . research institut.?' "* pw for 

- Indurtry usually is afraid oi th   „.-„-_„ ,„„«„,„ 
which could disoleo ootential iato^t  ^„iM,í,C"*°VenM,nt "l«icn.hip 
or ^^.„t infomatlon tí^ror^^r:^^^''"^-' 

those „suits »«1San,,SíÍr¿20S1^í-^"-« '-!««» <* 

In the face of the above, the oo-oporation anong the institution« centre,    ta 
«search institute», the industries mn *k "vnuiional centre.,  the 
dat„   . „    • » industries and the government i. urgently necessary.    To 
a*to, . variety of approaches arc being used in „. „tt,„„, . 
constraint, and deterrents,  such as: ' °VOr0°°C th°,e ^"^ 

- Approaches to stimulation of technological research by governs. 

" w»rt„cìnL0thrTaiBsoct°orrrrCtóÌng lnt^°» * «"»«* instituts. 

»nd private sectors.    ganizo0 ,0 bcoomE • enhancing link with the puMio 

- Salary incentive plans to stimulate applied research. 

" '^faÄ:iÄ:rrPt0oB°r^ar0h ^?«~ *" -"i-P-P- 
o,' co*ip«e„t anS rLiíiÍL?        «P«"1**•« •«• »«-id duplicati« 

• tDoTertiTdu:t"rírdevaSo^,:^ísÍhC *""«* •" ««- 

' ^^Tr^g1•*^•*««"* *' ^doping c.»*rt.. 
managerial skill. i„ *r^Í^£¿\tí?,^Et'"" "* " 

" ÄliL^gX^SSrf10"in dev.olopin* ro8^h *"•«—. countries. introduction ol appropriate technology for developing 

Hev!rC ar0^th°o7hC3C """*" "' *" "°W **" " *"" >«««»•* i»P«..i«. 
.naduí °    CXPCri0nOC "" kCjn "*-— « «- -^ effecivenes. of 
industrial research activity could be raised in the future. 
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11 •    Soffra* o ri ee and jrc •search paatx^jnViet^m 

At the present time, there ie no auch research institute, nor induatrial research 

centre in Vietnam, but only laboratories.    The principal activities of these labora- 

tories nave been to providr testing, quality control and development of standard«. 

All these laboratories arc listed in the appendix. 

As in any other developing -ountry, the lahoratorlaa in Viet-»a» have its own 

difficulties.   These difficult ice aro in general as follows! 

- Poor facilities. 

- Insufficient funds. 

- Shortage of scientists and well experienced technicians. 
- Lack of ecfuiptaent. 

- Unoonotonous   supply   of resources. 

- Liœitod capabilities in qualifying things in a certain field. 

- Us© of different methods for analysing or researching. 

For the purpose of solving these problems, the establishment of a corporation of 

these laboratories is in progrese in Viet-Bar..    Hovove.r, it should start to plan 

now, before it is too late,   industrial research institutes and applied research 

centres which was mentioned abovu as the basic need of industrial development,    Beinf 

behind in establishing research centrée, fortunately,  it is an advantage for Vict-»an 

to avoid thr difficulties other developing countrios have faced. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

APPINDIX 

Liberatorias in Ylst-yam at ths prsssnt ti»« 

Saigon Pasteur Institute Laboratory 
16? Pasteur 
Saigon 
Tel. 20.351 

Public Health Kinintry Laboratory 
200 Co Bac 
Saigon 

Custura Department Laboratory 
74 Hai Ba Trung 
Saigon 
Tel. 91.737 
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4. Metural Resource Department Laboratory 
31 Han Thuyen 
Saigon 

5. Fhu An Material Research Institute 
P.O. 18 
Saigon 
Tel. 24-396 

6. Saigon Wat er Departaent Laboratory 
fhu Duo 

7»     Agriculture Department Laboratory 
Saigon 

8. Research Inatitute Laboratory 
121 »gayen Binh Khi em 
Saigon 
Tel. 91.746J    9I.C6I 

9. Viet-Kafii Rubber Research Institute Laboratory 
34 Thong Hhat * 
Saigon 
Tel. 24.695 

10. Saigon University Laboratory 
222 Cong Hoa 
Saigon 
Tel. 24.762;    9I.O97 

11. Phu Tho lational Technology Centre Laboratory 
Saigon 

12. Rational Agriculture Centre Laboratory 
45 Cttong De 
Saigon 
Tel. 24.114 

lÌ*   ÏÎÎitMï SuPP1y I>«partBe«t Laboratory 
KBC-4II8 
Tel. 5OOII/127 

14.   Laboratory of Anny Maintenance Centre 
KBC-4199 
Tel.  30.272 

l5#   ÏSS4529 Ubonrtory of Signal CorV Su?Piy Contre 
Tel. 31.545 

16.   Supply Technology Research Centre Laboratory 
4 Don Dat * 
Saigon 
Tel. 40.222}    40.966 
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United Nations Educational, Scientific  and Cultural Organisation   (UNESCO) 

UNESCO'S ROLE IN THE FIELD OF TECNOLOGI CAL HESEARCH 

by 

P.  Pila 

UNESCO has a basic and very wide responsibility in scientific matters but this 

responsibility is, of course,  not a monopoly.    Both in theory nnd practice,  science 

has become such an essential factor in modern societies,  intimately linked with and 

diffused through all their aspects, -.hat no one body could claim exclusive responsibili 

for it  and,   indeed,  each of the organizations in the United Nations system must 

promote scientific research and the application of science in its particular sphere 

of competence if it wishes to  carry out  its mission effectively.    UNESCO and its 

sister agencies within the United Nations system have therefore to reach agreement 

not so much on lines of demarcation between mutually exclusive fields of action as 

on differences in standpoints and functions which v;ill enable the programmes of the 

various organizations in any given sphere to be linked together so that  efforts in 

pursuit  of shared or mutually related aims br harmoniously concerted. 

UNESCO  docs not  engage in or support  industrial research directly - this is the 

area of competence of UNIDO within the United Nations system - but we do have activitir 

in closely related fields.    UNESCO supports  and implements  extensive programes in 

scientific  and engineering research,  both in universities and in pure and applied 

research institutions,  and m  carry out  a wide range of activities in what might b« 

termed the  infra-structure for scientific research.    This includes scientific 

information and documentation,   data handling and processing,  precision measurement 

and metrology,   and instrument  maintenance,   calibration and repair.    As will bo readily 

apparent,  these activities arc cross-sectoral  in that they provide essential supportinf 

services to not only scientific research in universities end institutes,  but  also to 

medical research,  agricultural  research,  industrial research and the full range of 

science-related activities.    Since they arc cross-sectoral scientific services, UTECO, 

which is  also cross-sectoral  ia this cense,  takes major responsibility in these area*. 

Here it  should be n t.d however that  as we move towards the sectors (e.g.  from standan' 

as the terra  ia used in pr. cisión measurement   and metrology towards standards as the 

term ir, usud in product  and proccio rpecifications and control)  we work in close 

collaboration with t]u   appropriate agency,  which in the example given is UKIDO. 
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Thus,  our interest  in and contribution to the field of indut*  i 
di»miB«4«„ .* *v. , industrial research undor 
discussion at this  seminar must  be considered 

(•)    Fro* the .ido of training   cune, met  industrial Search workers gat 

their initial exposure to research concepts nnd their preparation to 

on«ago i„ search m th.-. ccron of thoir univr.it;.  carer,    and UtlSCO 

i. heavily involved in strengthening technical education program, and 
facilities; 

<b)    Pro« the Bide of scient if ie and technical reeoarch which it closely 

related to end often provides the base for industrial r.scrrch- 

(e)    Prom the side of scientific services which are essential to indu*rial 

research as they are to all other breches o   scientific research. 

In the course of stioulation of industrial research activities in developing 

«Mirto, one «ust  consider the full  apeóte - since no one aspect can stand on 

it- own - which io why lííISCO is particularly interested to be involved in this 
seminar. 

During recent decades, a number of .cetin«, have been held bearing on the appli- 

cation of science and technology to development and thus on industrial research.    The 

earliest of the serios was the United Hâtions Conference on the Conservation and 

Utilisation of Resources in 1546.    However,  it was the United Nations Conference on 

the Application of Science and Technology for the Benerit of Less Developed Regions, 

held m Geneva in 1*3, which gave »TOGO an opportunity to define in detail the 

goal, cf an international science policy related to problems raised by economic 
growth and social progross. 

The Conference on the Application of science and Technology to the Develop**»* 

of Asia (CASTASIA) waa organised by WISOD in co-operation with ECAFI and took plac« 
in lew Dclhi in 1:68#    Thi8 oonfwmoc iden1ificd t|te ^ ccneiderst.oni for th€ 

application of science and technology to development  and resulted in . «.brr of 

specific and general recordations.    Of particular interest are the general 
recoaoendat ions which outline 

1. Priority ureae for action in Asia - with nine areas considered to be of 

particular importance^   includine the organisation and promotion of 

international ^ regional co-operation,  particularly in exchange of 

infraction and scientific perconnel,   co-operative pooling and uac of 

scarce resources and transfer of approprici o technology; 
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II. 

III. 

IV.      M« 

Target for national expenditure on research and experimental development - 

in which a target of 1 per cent  of GNP by 198O at the latest was recommended; 

Transfer of technology -  in which it  is recommended that technology and 

information centres bo tstablicl^d,  and that  a comprehensive plan be drawn 

up covering the work by the United Nations agencies; 

lechanism for regional co-operation - in which INESCO was invited to study 

the ways and means and to take steps for the creation and functioning of 

such machinery. 

CASiASIA was an action oriented conference,  and ito recommendations arc being 

followed up.    The major sectors of UNESCO's programme in Asia have been strongly 

influenced by these- recommendations,   as is evident by the series of seminars, training 

courses  and meetings which UNESCO has held since CASTASIA (sec Appendix» page 90). 

As an outgrowth of the Conference of Asian Ministers of Science (CASTASIA) very 

significant  steps are being taken which arc  expected to make a serious impact on the 

développent of the region.    Further guidance,   stimulus  and support from the highest 

level of the governments of the region can only strengthen this impact.    By the same 

token, WESOO may be able to provide information or assistance to other bodies working 

on application of science   in Asia which will bo of value to them. 

The information provid< d further on in this note on UNESCO's programme will give 

some idea of the range  and scope of  its activities.    It must be emphasized that  in 

all of these activities we welcome the interest and support of other groups working 
in rolated fields. 

UfEfiCO ' s act ivities in ¿heJ^d,£f^e^oJo£i^ research 

Those activities come under the Department for Scientific and Technological 

Research and Education,  consisting of two divisions: 

- One for the promotion of  research and training in the basic sciences including 

the development   of basic science education at university level; 

- One for the promotion of applied and engineering sciences,   including the 

promotion of engineering- education and the education of technologists and 

higher technicians. 

To  assist   in the plnr.ranp and execution of its programme the UNESCO Natural 

Sciences Sector has under its  jurisdiction a network of five Regional Field Science 

Offices.     A major part  of the work of the Field Science Offices has co far been 
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for the co-operation of UTTDO.    Research in colar energy,  on the other hand,   requires 

the use of soft technologies and nay therefore V started and carried out  in developing 

countries. 

UlESCO will  embark upon th*.bO progra^us in the period 1973-1974 in a relatively 

modest way during which period it  is planned to hold symposia and publish a state-of- 

the-art survey.    The activities wiil be  expanded in the period thereafter and will 

be carried out  in consultation with th<   United Hâtions. 

A co-operative programe of rerearch and training in the above fieldB will be 

launched in selected international centres such asj 

- The International Centre for liechanical Sciences, Udine,  Italy,  and 

- The International Centre for Heat   and Hnss Transfer in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 

Under ite Regular Programme UNESCO will give support to these centres for research 

Mid training progr«n©eB and the centres will make available their training and 

research facilities for the organization of annual courses,  seminars and research 

projects in selected fields of rheology,  bio-cngincering,  ergonomics,  pattern 

recognition,  heat  and mass transfer problems including the aspects of air and water 

pollution¡  heat transfer in fire prevention and control and in agriculture.    The 

centrée will aleo assist  in the prepf.rr.tion of annual surveys in these fields. 

Extra-budgetary funds will   alno br   nought  for these »••••tlvi ties. 

Furthermore, in recognition    f the increasingly important  role of engineering 

in the protection and enhancement  of the  environment,   «i expert meeting will be 

organized by UKISCO in collaborât ion wit1., the World Health Organization, the United 

Mations Industrial Development Organization and other interested organizations to 

consider the need for int. rnrti-.nal co-operation in research and development  in 

various fields of environmental engineering.    The Meeting will also make reconraenda- 

tions on the inclusion of up-to-date environmental studies for the training of engineers 

The proceedings of the Meeting will be published. 

Several studies have  confirmed that   links between sciences, technology and 

production in the developing countries of Asia arc »cak or even non-existent.    Recently 

the University of Singapore in co-operation with a nunber of industrial firms held 

a seminar on "University and Industry Partners  in Progress".    It  is of interest to 

acntion here that UiEKCO is organizing a seminar to be held in Manila in 1973t on 
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a similar subject, namely;    University-Industry Co-operation in Engineering Education 

and Training.    This  seminar is envisaged to coincide with the inauguration of the 

Association for Engineering Education for Southeast Asia,  which is being sponsored 

by UNESCO.    The Association  issues a Journal  and Newsletter which  iE directed to  all 

concerned vâth engineering education and industry in the region.    The September 1972 

issue of the Journal  contains  an outline of UNESCO's programmes for the promotion of 

education for engineers, technologists  and higher technicians. 

Speaking of publications,   it  is of interest to mention that UNESCO publishes a 

series of "Engineering Laboratories" as guide for developing countries.    For the 

creation of modern laboratories in various fields of engineering. 

Under the United Nations Développent  Programme (UHDP)  UNESCO  is responsible for 

the implementation of several Special Fund and technical  assistane- projects dealing 

with the  establishment of engineering laboratories for research and training purposes. 

Some of these laboratories arc already ncaring completion,  others are being equipped 

and it is  expected that UNESCO will be associated with further projects in developing 

countries as the need for then ariccs and countries request assistance from UNESCO. 

Although each of these projects is designed to meet the specific requirements of the 

country concerned, there are a number of common components and characteristics.    This 

is the main aspect  stressed in the surveys published in the "Engineering Laboratories' 

series.    Recently the fourth volume in these serica appeared.    It   is  devoted to  v 

survey on Applied Thermodynamics laboratories.    The survey was prepared at the  requesJ 

of UiESCO by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers,  London,  and covers teaching and 

laboratory practice in a number of countries.    Efforts were made to secure a variety 

of information by choosing establishments of different  size?,  character and background 

These series of publications will be continued in the period 1973-1974 by one 

volume on material science and one on energy science. 

Assi stance to member States 

The emphasis in this group of activities is on the training of specialized 

personnel in the engineering sciences needed by the developing countries, through 

the organisation of specialized post-graduate courses  in collaboration with univer- 

sities and research institutions.    Under its Regular Programme, UNESCO is providing 

assistance for the continuation of existing courses or for the establishment of new 

courses,  as follows: 



Chemical engineering in Tokyo, Japan; 

Chemical engineering in Karlsruhe,  the Federal Republic of Germany; 

Petroleum technology in Bucharest,   Romania; 

Petroleum technology in Milrn,  Italy, 

Research techniques in chemistry in Sydney, Australia; 

Metallurgy in Buenos Airea, Argentina; 

Structural engineering in Ouro Prêt o, Brazil; 

Electronics in Eindhoven, Holland; 

A new course dealing with material  and syst en engineering sciences; 

A new course on solar energy. 

The number cf these courses will be increased from aoven to nine in 1973-1974, 

to eleven in 1975-1976 and to twelve in 1977-1973.    More centres of advanced studies 

in member States will be added in order to strengthen the world network of cent rea 

of excellence for the development  of scientific and technological research in critical 

and fast-growing fields. 

A small ariount under UNESCO«B regular budget is earmarked to provide assistance 

in the form of short-tern export  and staff miarions to member States at their request, 

to advise in promoting the  development of research in the applied science», the 

strengthening of individual  institutions,   and the creation of appropriate professional 

bodies concerned with the engineering sci encos. 

Furthermore, under the Unite*1 Nations Development Programme,  assistance can be 

provided by UNESCO,   subject to remicst  b;   member States and approval by UTDP,  in the 

field of the engineering sciences and research.    National and regional projects leading 

to the development  of technologies ef interest to developing countries will be 

supported from these  funds  (e.g. the Centre of Belgrade, Yugoslavia,  dealing with the 

heat and mass transfer problems rod th„ Centre of Udine, Italy,  dealing with local, 

natural and transformed materials and alt-n other ro-ianal programmes for the training 
of research staff. 

Aid to technological research has been benefited largely fron UNDP assistance. 

In the part  decade UNESCO ¡^ already boon responsible for executing a dozen large- 

scale projects,   covering a variety of fields from power station technology and 

mechanical engineering research to the manufacture of precision instruments and the 

constructicr. of a nathcsaticM raoeVl for the development of the Mekong River basin. 
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APPENDIX 

Some recent activitj.os_r£la^_d__to^he promotion of reeenroh in 
cnginccTirul scTcnccaT^orgsnized by the UNESCO Fluid Science 

Offices for South and Southeast A3ia 

Sj^entific Documentation 

Training seminar on Scientific Documentation, Tokyo, July-August 1970, 
sponsored by the Government  of Japan. 

Preparatory work on the establishment of a Regional Science Information 
Centro related to the UHISI3T. 

Survey of Scientific Journals in Aaia as a first step towards forming 
an association of science journals. 

Science T_eaching 

Workshop on Integrated Science Teaching, Manila, August 1970. 

Pilot projects in Science Teaching - regional follow-up on chemistry 
pilot project  and introduction of materials fron physics pilot project. 

Science Material and Equipment - preparatory v.-ork for a project designed 
to develop Bcicnce equipuent for the region and stimulate local 
manufacture. 

Technological Education and Research 

Seminar on Now Approaches to Engineering Education, Kuala Lumpur, March 19?0. 

Meeting on the Formation of a Perman-nt  Committee on Engineering Education 
in Southeast ABíR, Djakarta, Octuber 1971. 

Journal of Engineering Education in Southeast Asia. 

Survy of Continuous Education and Retraining Facilities for Engineers 
and Technicians,  1970. 

Survoy of Rcseaich Facilities in Science and Technology in Asia,  1966-1967» 

Survey of Basic Physical Standards of Weights and Measurement  (metrology) 
available in government,  university and industrial research centres in 
Southeast Asia,  1969-1970. 

Support to the Asia Electronics Union. 
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Seminar on Scientifio Instrumentation in Asia, Chandifarh, Indi», 1967. 

Ssminar on Multi-Disciplinary Research Act ivi ti« in South Asia, 
Bangalore,  Indi», November 1969. 

Seminar on Multi-Disciplinary Research in Southeast Asia, Manila, 
October 1970. 

Seminar on Transition fron Laboratory Research in Industrial Application. 
Poena,  India, December 1970. 

Seminar on Computer Technology, Tokyo, October-Iovember 1970 sponsored 
by Government of Japan. 

Ssminar on Wind Effect« on Buildings and Structure«, Manila,  1971. 

»•tarai Resource« Research 

Ssminar on Integrated Survey«, Jcdhpur,  Inaia, September 1970. 

Training Seminar on Qsechemieal Pro «pec tin« (la co-cperation with KAU), 
Colombo, Ceylon, Sept matter 1970. 

Rational Ssisaolofleal Centre far Southeast Amia, continui!* p 
work for «etabliehaeirt of the Centre in Manila. 

Eisa 






